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Abstract Surface-based measurements of terrestrial and martian dust devils/convective vor-
tices provided from mobile and stationary platforms are discussed. Imaging of terrestrial
dust devils has quantified their rotational and vertical wind speeds, translation speeds, di-
mensions, dust load, and frequency of occurrence. Imaging of martian dust devils has pro-
vided translation speeds and constraints on dimensions, but only limited constraints on ver-
tical motion within a vortex. The longer mission durations on Mars afforded by long op-
erating robotic landers and rovers have provided statistical quantification of vortex occur-
rence (time-of-sol, and recently seasonal) that has until recently not been a primary outcome
of more temporally limited terrestrial dust devil measurement campaigns. Terrestrial mea-
surement campaigns have included a more extensive range of measured vortex parameters
(pressure, wind, morphology, etc.) than have martian opportunities, with electric field and
direct measure of dust abundance not yet obtained on Mars. No martian robotic mission has
yet provided contemporaneous high frequency wind and pressure measurements. Compari-
son of measured terrestrial and martian dust devil characteristics suggests that martian dust
devils are larger and possess faster maximum rotational wind speeds, that the absolute mag-
nitude of the pressure deficit within a terrestrial dust devil is an order of magnitude greater
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than a martian dust devil, and that the time-of-day variation in vortex frequency is similar.
Recent terrestrial investigations have demonstrated the presence of diagnostic dust devil sig-
nals within seismic and infrasound measurements; an upcoming Mars robotic mission will
obtain similar measurement types.
Keywords Dust devils
1 Introduction
Dust devils are small diameter, surface bordering, vertically aligned atmospheric convective
vortices made visible by their entrainment of dust lifted from the surface (Fig. 1). Historic
anecdotal reports (Lorenz et al. 2016) indicate qualitative awareness of these phenomena
extending for millennia into the past. Quantitative awareness is more recent (Ives 1947;
Wyett 1954). Dust devils are one mechanism that emplaces dust into atmospheric suspen-
sion, affecting air quality, atmospheric clarity, possible hazardous conditions to low flying
aircraft, etc. Dust devils have also been identified on Mars, where they play a possibly sub-
stantial role in maintaining that planet’s persistent atmospheric dust load, especially during
the orbital aphelion season (Kahre et al. 2006). It is only during the modern era of scientific
investigation and measurement that the true physical understanding of these phenomena
on both planets have been achieved. In this presentation we focus upon the quantitative
characterization of dust devils, on both Earth and Mars, which have resulted in our current
understanding of their physical attributes.
Terrestrial dust devil attributes measured to date include winds (radial, azimuthal, verti-
cal), translation speed, shape/height/width (visualized by suspended dust), central pressure
deficit, dust load and its radial and vertical structure and particle size distribution, electric
field, and surface dust lifting rate. Measurements have been provided in situ from mobile
and stationary instrumented platforms (either individually or in a network) and/or remotely
imaged at visible wavelengths, with some infrared wavelength measurements also available.
Measurements obtained from Mars’ surface include both in situ (pressure, wind) and re-
motely imaged (visible imaging) characterization, but remain deficient in other areas (elec-
tric field, dust lifting rate). While terrestrial field campaigns have usually been, until recently,
of short time extent (days, weeks), martian ‘campaigns’ (robotic exploration missions) have
been more time extended, limited by the lifetime of the mission or its most applicable in-
struments. However, no martian mission has provided continuous sampling for all forms
of observations, though the Mars Phoenix Lander did provide almost continuous 0.5 Hz
sampling of its meteorology measurements.
Balme and Greeley (2006) provided an extensive dust devil review. Here we emphasize
subsequent gained knowledge in addition to reiterating their primary foci.
In Sect. 2 below we describe primarily surface based imaging characterization of ter-
restrial dust devils (Sect. 2.1) from a variety of field campaigns, followed by surface based
imaging characterization of martian dust devils (Sect. 2.2) provided by the seven spacecraft
that have operated/are operating there. [Note that Fenton et al. (2016) in this collection of
papers addresses dust devil remote sensing from non-surface based measurements such as
those provided by orbiting spacecraft.] This is followed in Sect. 3 by presentation of in
situ measurements of terrestrial dust devils (Sect. 3.1) and martian dust devils (Sect. 3.2).
Fig. 1 Image of a terrestrial dust
devil in Eldorado Valley, Nevada,
USA, 2009. Notice, for scale, the
‘chase vehicle’ positioned at the
lower left of the dust devil. Image
provided by M. Balme
Emphasis is placed upon the types of measurements obtained and their indication of mean
characteristics and identified extrema. [Assessment of dust devil population statistics is pro-
vided in the accompanying paper by Lorenz and Jackson (2016).] The terrestrial measure-
ments span a large quantity of literature covering a large number of measurements oppor-
tunities. The martian literature is more limited and the measurement opportunities much
more discrete than their terrestrial counterparts. The martian instrumentation is discussed
in some detail. In Sect. 4 we provide a brief discussion of terrestrial versus martian dust
devils. In Sect. 5 we address the topic of future measurements desired for a more complete
characterization of terrestrial and martian dust devils. Concluding remarks are presented in
Sect. 6.
2 Surface Obtained Imaging of Dust Devils
Most studies of dust devils on Earth have used either (i) an in-situ sampling methodol-
ogy (i.e. by ‘chasing’ a dust devil with an instrumented vehicle, or by waiting for a dust
devil to approach one or more immobile instrument stations), or (ii) a local remote sens-
ing methodology, in which one or more observers document the local time, size, dust load,
morphology, etc. of dust devils as they occur within some kind of fixed study area. Some
studies have used a combination of these approaches by deploying both observers and in-situ
instruments.
The main challenge for any field study is that dust devils are inherently changeable and
somewhat unpredictable. Hence, measurements of size, lifetime and dustiness of a given
dust devil are difficult to make—some dust devils start small and grow larger and dustier and
persist for many minutes, whereas similar starting examples can disappear without a trace
after just a few seconds. This presents a challenge for any qualitative study as “summarising”
any dust devil with a few simple parameters is sometimes impossible. Another problem
is that dust devils can travel quickly, and can move into and out of a defined study area
(or even the entire field of view of an observer) during their lifetime. Similarly, studies
Table 1 Terrestrial dust devil observed characteristics
Parameter Best observations or measurements Key literature
Size (diameter) 1 to > 100 m; Strongly skewed size
frequency distribution: small dust devils
much more common than large; examples
> 300 m are very uncommon
Carroll and Ryan (1970); Sinclair
(1965); Lorenz (2011)
Size (height) 5 m to > 1000 m; only about 10 % are
> 300 m
Sinclair (1965); Bell (1967);
Flower (1936)
Lifetime Seconds to minutes; larger dust devils have
longer lifetimes; some reports of large dust
devils lasting several hours
Flower (1936); Snow and
McClelland (1990); Pathare et al.
(2010); Lorenz (2013)
Morphology Columnar, disordered or v-shaped;
columnar vortices often include a v-shaped
‘sand skirt’; larger dust devils often include
sub-vortices
Metzger (1999)




at 2 m height
Usually peak at 5–10 m s−1; recorded peak
winds of up to 25 m s−1 are not unusual





Usually ∼ 25 % of peak horizontal winds;
most peak measurements < 5 m s−1; rare
values of ∼ 15 m s−1 measured
Sinclair (1973); Fitzjarrald (1973);




10–20 % greater than ambient wind speeds
measured at 10 m height; values of
0 − −10 m s−1 common; rare observations
of values > 20 m s−1
Balme et al. (2012)
Dust loading at 2 m
height
Mean values (i.e., averaged across a profile
within each dust devil rather than peak
measurement) of 0.8–42 mg m−3 measured
for fine particles (0–10 mm diameter); mean
values of up to 6–875 mg m−3 for total
suspended load; average values across > 20
dust devils reveal particle load of
∼ 44 mg m−3 for fine particles,
∼ 300 mg m−3 for total suspended load
Metzger et al. (2011)
Core temperature
excursion
Wide range of temperature excursions
measured—probably due to variations in
sensor type; excursions of 1–5 ◦C common;
larger excursions of > 20 ◦C reported
Metzger (1999); Tratt et al. (2003);
Sinclair (1964); Sinclair (1973)
Core pressure
excursion (DP)
Mobile sampling systems appear to give
larger values: ∼ 1–10 mbar; fixed
monitoring stations give values < 1.5 mbar
Sinclair (1973); Metzger (1999);
Lorenz and Lanagan (2014)
Electric fields Field of ∼ 10–100 kV/m measured; early
measurements hampered by field reaching
measurement limit of instrument
Jackson and Farrell (2006); Renno
et al. (2004); Esposito et al. (2016)
relying on untended instruments can find it hard to distinguish between a population of
long-lived dust devils and a population of more frequently occurring, but short lived dust
devils.
A summary of observed characteristics is provided in Table 1.
Fig. 2 (a) A digital camera
image of a dust devil in Eloy, AZ
in summer 2008. (b) A thermal
image of the same devil a few
seconds later with a FLIR
Infracam hand-held thermal
imager (240 × 240 pixels). Note
that the image scale is not the
same as in the optical image. The
bar at the base of the thermal
image indicates the brightness
temperature grey scale in Celsius
2.1 Remotely Observed Terrestrial Dust Devil Characteristics
2.1.1 Morphology
Dust devil morphology has been measured almost exclusively by surface based remote imag-
ing observation (Figs. 1 and 2). As described by Lorenz et al. (2016), dust devils have been
observed for many centuries and many authors describe them as “dusty-columns” or “up-
right whirlwinds”. However, as shown by Metzger (1999), many dust devils do not have this
‘classic’ form; many are simply disordered clouds of barely-spinning dust, others are more-
rapidly spinning, v-shaped cones of entrained dust and sand, and others do have the well-
known, rapidly-spinning columnar shape. In a study in Nevada, USA, Metzger (1999) found
that only about 4 % of observed dust devils have a columnar shape. Even for those with
columnar vortices, their morphology can differ: some have a clear core, others do not; some
include a v-shaped “skirt” at their base, but others do not. Finally, some dust devils include
sub-vortices that have their own centre of rotation but orbit the main circulation or which
trail in their wake (e.g., Williams 1948; Ryan and Carroll 1970; Hallett and Hoffer 1971;
Sinclair 1973; Metzger 1999). In many cases, the main circulation is barely dust-charged at
all, so in these cases it is difficult to judge whether this is one large dust devil with subsidiary
rotational elements, or a group of interacting smaller dust devils.
Most dust devils are higher than their widths. Hess and Spillane (1990) suggest that
most are at least five times higher than their width, but again, many opposing observations
exist. For those dust devils tall enough that a vertical structure can be observed, Sinclair
(1966) provides a still-relevant summary: Region 1 is the zone nearest the ground, is heavily
particle-loaded and often has a v-shaped form (Metzger 1999, refers to this as a “sand-
skirt”). Region 2, at intermediate height, is the near- vertical column of rotating dust. Re-
gion 3, aloft, is where the rotation decays and where the dust devils “fades” into the ambient
atmosphere. These regions have been associated with different flow regimes (see, for exam-
ple, Balme and Greeley 2006, Fig. 9): region 1 is where the majority of the radial inflow
occurs, while Region 2 is characterised by rotation and uplift, and Region 3 has poorly
characterised flows as here the structure dissipates.
2.1.2 Size
Dust devils on Earth range in size from a few metres in diameter and height to 100 s of metres
in diameter and perhaps more than a kilometre in height. While estimates or measurements
of diameter are relatively easy to obtain, determining dust devil height is more difficult, es-
pecially from surface observations. Also, it must be recognised that dust devil height refers
to the observable dust column height, as opposed to the height of any circulation associ-
ated with the dust devil. For the visible column, estimates suggest that most dust devils
are less than 50 m high, with only about 8 % extending higher than 300 m (Sinclair 1965;
Flower 1936; Williams 1948). However, observations made from the air identify taller dust
devils that are 1–2.5 km in height (Bell 1967). Finally, Sinclair (1966) notes that measurable
vertical wind speed and temperature excursions occur above large dust devils at heights of
2–4 km. However, it is not clear that these represent the upper parts of a dust devil per-se,
or instead are associated with a broader circulation in which the dust devil is embedded.
The diameter-frequency of dust devils has been the subject of much study, with method-
ologies including simple “by-eye” observer surveys to more sophisticated studies that use
time-lapse cameras or arrays of meteorology data. As noted by Lorenz (2011), most visual
surveys (e.g., Sinclair 1965, 1969; Ryan and Carroll 1970; Snow and McClelland 1990) re-
port that small dust devils are underreported by observers. Possible exceptions to this are
the studies of Carroll and Ryan (1970), Pathare et al. (2010) and Balme et al. (2012), which
both used small (1 km by 1 km or smaller) study areas. Several recent studies have focused
on power law and other functional forms that best describe the dust devil size-frequency
population (e.g., Kurgansky 2006; Lorenz 2009, 2011; Pathare et al. 2010)—a topic which
is described in more detail by Lorenz and Jackson (2016) in this issue.
What is clear from all these studies is that the diameter-frequency distribution of dust
devils is significantly skewed, with far more small dust devils occurring than large. Hence,
the concept of an “average” dust devil diameter is not necessarily a useful one. What is clear,
though, is that dust devils narrower than 5–6 meters in diameter are far more common than
those wider than 10–12 m, and that dust devils wider than 50 m are actually rather rare (e.g.
Balme and Greeley 2006, Fig. 3; Lorenz 2011, Table 1).
2.1.3 Translation Speeds
Compared with Mars, few measurements of translational speed of terrestrial dust devils have
been made. This is mainly due to the lack of top-down remote sensing of dust devils available
for the Earth. Some ad-hoc measurements were made in the twentieth century (e.g. Crozier
1970) but the only focussed study, aimed solely at measuring the forward motion of dust
devils, is that of Balme et al. (2012), who used stereo photography of dust devils to locate
them in time and space. Multiple observations were made of each dust devil, thus allowing
a path and thus a velocity to be calculated for each dust devil. In addition, as Balme et al.
(2012) employed two 10 m high meteorology masts within their study area, they were able
to correlate dust devil motion with ambient wind speed and direction. During the 10 days
of field sampling, covering two calendar years and two study sites, translation speeds of
between 1 and 15 m s−1 were measured for more than 100 dust devils.
Balme et al. (2012) found that dust devils translated in the same direction as ambient
wind, and that the dust devil forward speed correlated well with ambient wind speed. In
fact, they found that dust devils travel at about the same speed as the boundary layer winds a
few tens of metres above ground. Interestingly, no correlation of translation speed with dust
devil diameter was found. Therefore, Balme et al. (2012) conclude that dust devil forward
motion is a good proxy for the wind field, and that dust devil motions is governed almost
solely by local wind patterns—a finding that could prove to be important for Mars, where
few meteorology data are available.
2.1.4 Rotational and Vertical Speeds Within Dust Devils
Measurement of the swirling winds within dust devils has generally been accomplished
using in-situ sampling, though particle imaging velocimetry (Ito and Niino 2014) and re-
mote measurements using LIght Detection And Ranging, or “LIDAR” (e.g., Schwiesow
et al. 1977; Bluestein and Pazmany 2000) have also been employed. Obtaining statistically
significant quantities of data is challenging for two main reasons. Firstly, even the most ef-
ficient sampling methodology (arguably, the mobile sampling platform approach) will only
be able to sample a few dust devils per day, due to the short-lived and random nature of the
phenomenon. Fixed sampling positions mean an even lower number of samples are likely,
although this problem can be ameliorated by using many sensors in large arrays, or by sam-
pling for very long periods of time. It is possible that dedicated LIDAR studies could also
gather large quantities of data but to date no such attempts have been made. To date, the
largest published study is that of Ryan and Carroll (1970), who sampled 80 dust devils. An-
other more recent large dataset exists (see preliminary report in Metzger et al. 2011) and
includes more than 50 measurements from mobile in-situ sampling. However, these data
are yet to be formally published. Aside from these two examples, individual studies usually
report fewer than twenty encounters (Balme and Greeley 2006).
Both in-situ and remote sampling of wind speeds share the second problem—smaller
and/or shorter-lived dust devils are harder to sample, and therefore are likely to be under
represented in the data. This problem is likely to affect mobile “chase” strategies most sig-
nificantly, as only the larger and longer-lived dust devils can be caught and penetrated to
acquire data. Similarly, fixed-position remote-sensing studies are liable to target the most
easily seen dust devils and could easily miss small, less dusty examples. The remaining
methodology—that of fixed long-term meteorology stations—should be able to remove this
sample bias, but again there is the issue of detectability, although this time the problem
is how to tease out “detections” from the data. Significant progress has been made in this
area recently; by using a single meteorology station and a theoretical dust devil ‘signature’,
Lorenz (2016) was able to reconstruct peak wind speeds (and other signature parameters)
and miss distance (i.e. the distance from the dust devil core to the sensor) for 27 dust devil
events in 16 days of field time. However, the calculated diameters for these dust devils are
all larger than 10 m—suggesting that these too are “exceptional” events and again the more
typical, smaller examples have not been detected.
Despite these caveats, the wind speeds within dust devils have been measured. Some au-
thors have measured only the magnitude of the horizontal wind speeds within the dust devils,
whereas others have provided all three components (i.e. inflow, tangential and vertical wind
speed). Speeds are usually quoted at a height of 2 m above the ground, but measurements
both nearer the ground (e.g. Balme et al. 2003) and higher into the dust devil (e.g. Kaimal
and Bussinger 1970) have been reported. The following key points have emerged: (i) the
horizontal winds within dust devils can often reach 10 m s−1 (e.g., Ryan and Carroll 1970),
can peak at > 25 m s−1, but rarely, if ever, exceed 30 m s−1 (see Balme and Greeley 2006,
Table 4, and Lorenz 2016, Table 1), (ii) vertical wind speeds are usually a factor of sev-
eral less than the horizontal winds (e.g., Balme and Greeley 2006, Table 4), (iii) larger dust
devils appear to contain stronger swirling winds, but vertical wind speeds do not correlate
with diameter (e.g., Ryan and Carroll 1970), and (iv) the surface shear stress provided by
the wind speeds within terrestrial dust devils appears sufficient to lift almost all sizes of
naturally occurring loose sediments up to about granule-sized material (Balme et al. 2003).
2.1.5 Dust Load
Due to the fast-changing environment within dust devils, the concentrations of airborne dust
and larger particles within dust devils are difficult to measure. The most complete study of
particle loading in dust devils is that of Metzger et al. (2011), who used in-situ sampling
on a mobile platform. Few other studies exist for terrestrial dust devils: a preliminary LI-
DAR observation at 100 m height (Renno et al. 2004) provided an estimate of dust load of
∼ 100 mg m−3 and there are reports of aircraft in-situ sampling of dust devils at 140 and
300 m height (Gillette and Sinclair 1990), but only flux data are given, not particle load.
Other datasets exist for martian dust devils (e.g. Greeley et al. 2006, 2010), but Metzger
et al. (2011) provide the main source of dust load data for Earth.
Metzger et al. (2011) present data from more than 30 encounters at two field sites and
over four field seasons. They used both PM-10 sensors (sensitive to dust grade materials,
0.1–10 µm diameter) and total suspended load sensors (dust- to sand-grade materials). All
measurements were made at the base of the dust devil (sensors were generally at 2 m height,
but some measurements at 1, 2.8 and 4.5 m height are reported). They found that PM10 dust
load had high intra- and inter-dust devil variability. In many cases they report both maximum
and mean dust load per dust devil (rather than just reporting the peak dust load) and report
a peak range of 6–162 mg m−3 and mean range of 0.8–42 mg m−3. The measured total
suspended particle load (i.e. including larger sediments) was much higher: ranging from
6–875 mg m−3. Metzger et al. (2011) conclude that mean peak dust load (i.e. the amount of
dust likely to lofted to height by a dust devil) is about three times less than the peak load
measured, and that the total suspended particle load near the base of the dust devil is about
ten time greater than the PM-10 fraction. They note, however, that the larger size fraction
material is unlikely to be transported to great height, and is probably redeposited locally.
This measurement is in agreement with observations of a “sand skirt” at the base of many
dust devils. Oke et al. (2007) measured particle size within the bottom ∼ 1.5 meters of willy-
willies, finding that sand sized particles were confined below ∼ 20 centimeters. Raack et al.
(2014) find similar results in Morocco.
2.1.6 Seasonal and Diurnal Frequency of Occurrence
As they are convective vortices, driven primarily insolation, dust devils occur most fre-
quently when there is strong, continuous sunshine. This is usually in the summer, but they
can occur at any time of year when there is a significant thermal contrast between the ground
and the atmosphere (for example, dust devils have been seen in the Canadian sub-arctic;
Grant 1949). To our knowledge, no season-to-season monitoring of dust devil activity has
been performed to further refine the seasonal frequency, though.
In terms of diurnal rate of occurrence, many authors have noted that dust devils form
most frequently in the late morning and the early afternoon (see summary by Balme and
Greeley 2006 and recent work by Kurgansky et al. 2011). However, many of these reports
are based on observer surveys which are both qualitative and which are unlikely to have run
throughout the day—so there is always a possibility of bias. Recent work by Lorenz and
Lanagan (2014) using a continuous month-long survey of pressure excursions to detect dust
devils showed that most dust devils occur between 10:00 and 16:00 local time. They do note
that about 10 % of the day’s dust devil events occur after 16:00 and there is a measurable
tail of activity even after 18:00.
Several authors note that dust devil events are ‘clustered’ in time, with periods of more
intense activity separated by periods of less activity. Carroll and Ryan (1970) suggest a
periodicity of around 45 minutes and Renno et al. (2004) a periodicity of about 20 minutes.
Lorenz and Lanagan’s (2014) pressure-excursion data hint at a similar result.
In addition to surveys by human observers making either continuous records or recording
at intervals (e.g. how many are seen at 15-minute intervals), the availability of time-lapse
cameras, webcams etc. now allow new surveys with superior temporal coverage, and with
quantitative detection criteria (e.g. optical contrast of 1 %). It is important in all such surveys
that the detection criterion (size, contrast), and measurement cadence be documented—for
instance images acquired at a given cadence or observing distance may preferentially detect
a particular size of dust devils (Lorenz 2011, 2014; Kurgansky et al. 2011).
2.1.7 Thermal Imaging
The warm core of a dust devil and/or its suspended dust warmed by insolation absorption
would be expected to provide a radiative thermal signature. Lorenz (2004) provided the ap-
parent first scientific report of thermal infrared imaging of a dust devil (although Metzger
et al. 2010, have since reported thermal imaging of Atacama dust devils, and Towner 2008,
report orbital thermal imaging of dust devils at Mars). Thermal imagers have reduced sig-
nificantly in cost in recent years, in part due to application in home improvement (to detect
damp or poor insulation in walls). An example image is shown in Fig. 2.
The Lorenz (2004) observation reported a single dust devil as it moved away from an
initial distance of 10 meters. The vortex temperature of 38–40 ◦C derived from the 8–14 µm
emission was approximately the same as the measured ambient air temperature but greater
than the background atmospheric ‘brightness’ temperature of 12–20 ◦C obtained for lines of
sight that did not intersect the dust devil. Lorenz (2004) noted that the dust might even be
physically warmer than the surrounding air due to its interception of sunlight, a factor that
might enhance the intensity of a vortex when dust is lifted (as later discussed by Fuerstenau
2006). Thermal imaging might provide a higher-sensitivity means of detecting marginally
visible dust devils under some circumstances (notably, low-light levels) but this has not been
robustly demonstrated. It may be that thermal imaging could also help visualize the near-
surface wind stress field around the devil (e.g. showing ‘spiral’ arms of the inflow, as can
sometimes be seen on the ruffled surface of the sea around waterspouts) due to the wind-
dependence of surface heat transfer.
2.2 Remotely Imaged Martian Dust Devil Characteristics
The opportunities for martian surface-based acquisition of visible imaging and subsequent
characterization of dust devils has been limited to the two Viking Landers (1976–1982),
Mars Pathfinder (1997), Mars Exploration Rovers Spirit (2004–2010) and Opportunity
(2004–present), Phoenix Lander (2008), and Mars Science Laboratory Curiosity Rover
(2012–present). Some of these missions provided no visible evidence of dust devil oc-
currence (Viking), while others provided the current best martian dust devil climatology
(Spirit). Because imaging observations are discretely separated between robotic missions,
we follow a chronological mission order presentation below.
A summary of observations is presented in Table 2.
2.2.1 Viking Lander & Mars Pathfinder Imaging
The two Viking Landers safely settled onto Mars’ surface during 1976, at subtropical (VL1)
and middle (VL2) northern latitudes. VL1 returned measurements spanning 2245 sols cover-
ing portions of four martian years, while VL2 returned measurements for 1050 sols. Despite
the substantial temporal extent of the Viking lander imaging data sets, these landers were un-
able to image dust devils because their cameras were facsimile-type imagers not well-suited
to detecting moving objects (Lorenz et al. 2016). As a consequence of this characteristic of
the Viking camera system, the first opportunity to visually detect martian dust devils from a
Table 2 Martian dust devil observed characteristics
Parameter Best observations or measurements Key literature
Size (diameter) Inferred core diameters 10–700 meters from
Viking wind measurements (not visually
confirmed); 15–550 m (most frequent 100–200
m) from Pathfinder IMP (for assumed 10 m s−1
translation speed); median diameter 20–40 m
from Spirit Nav Cam; MSL pressures and winds
(16 m median; 21 meter mean)
Ryan and Lucich (1983);
Ringrose et al. (2003);
Ferri et al. (2003);
Greeley et al. (2010);
Kahanpää et al. (2016)
Size (height) ∼ 10–400 m (though many images truncate
vortex top); maximum verified lower limit
∼ 800 m
Greeley et al. (2006)
Lifetime/Detection
Duration
120–180 seconds from imaging; wind effect
determination duration (60–1000 seconds);
FWHM from wind pressure measurements
(5–20 seconds)
Ringrose et al. (2003); Ferri
et al. (2003); Greeley et al.
(2010); Ellehoj et al. (2010);
Kahanpää et al. (2016);
Steakley and Murphy (2016)
Morphology Columnar, disordered or v-shaped; few columnar
vortices include a v-shaped ‘sand skirt’
Greeley et al. (2006);
Ferri et al. (2003)
Rotation sense Equally clockwise and counter-clockwise Ryan and Lucich (1983)
Wind speeds (peak
horizontal) at
∼ 2 m height
Maximum measured speeds are ∼ 30–40 m s−1;
maximum inferred core boundary speeds
approach 100 m s−1 for two instances which
correspond with the greatest spatial
extrapolation to that core boundary position
Ryan and Lucich (1983);
Ringrose et al. (2003);




Maximum ∼ 17 m s−1, with median
1.0–1.6 m s−1
Greeley et al. (2010)
Horizontal
translation speed
A few to ∼ 25 m s−1 (median ∼ 2 m s−1) (Note:
ambient wind speeds were not correspondingly
available)
Greeley et al. (2010)
Dust loading 700 mg m−2 for a horizontal path through a dust
devil, implying 20 mg m−3 for a 35-m diameter
dust devil, for Pathfinder; 0.002–250 mg m−3
for Spirit; coarse particles (> 63 micrometers)
confined to < 30 cm above the surface
Metzger et al. (1999);
Greeley et al. (2010);
Oke et al. (2007)
Temperature
excursion
Measured excursions of 1–6 ◦C for Viking &
Pathfinder & Phoenix; MSL/REMS
Ryan and Lucich (1983);
Murphy and Nelli (2002);
Ringrose et al. (2003);
Ellehoj et al. 2010);
Kahanpää et al. (2016)
Core pressure
excursion (P )
0.3 to ∼ 5 Pa; lower limit arises from limit
imposed upon the analyses, with smaller
magnitudes more frequent; no measurement
regarding verified vortex maximum P
excursion is available
Murphy and Nelli (2002);
Ellehoj et al. (2010);
Kahanpää et al. (2016);
Steakley and Murphy (2016)
Electric fields No measurements available
surface vantage point occurred with the Mars Pathfinder Lander (MPF) mission. It is tempt-
ing to speculate that the facsimile-type imager on the Viking landers may have a few dark
lines in parts of a few images caused by dust devil passages during their slow scans, but
these would be challenging to detect and attribute.
MPF began operation on Mars’ surface on 04 July, 1997 in the northern subtropical
(19.3 N, 33.4 W; Golombek et al. 1997) Ares Vallis region located ∼ 1000 kilometers east-
southeast of Viking Lander 1. The mission provided measurements spanning 83 sols cover-
ing the latter third of northern summer through very early northern autumn (Ls 142–183).
There was some expectation that Pathfinder would have the opportunity to detect dust devil
signatures within its meteorology (MET) measurements (Seiff et al. 1997).
From analysis of multi-color images provided by the Imager for Mars Pathfinder (IMP)
(Smith et al. 1997), Metzger et al. (1999) reported the first identification of martian dust
plumes within surface-obtained images. Image enhancement via band subtraction was em-
ployed to isolate the low-contrast signature of the dust plume. Dust plumes were most
evident as occultation features at blue (430 nm) wavelengths among the Imager for Mars
Pathfinder (IMP) wavelength filters, which also included 530 and 670 nm, due to the re-
duced dust scattering at that shorter wavelength. Five dust plumes were identified within
16 analyzed IMP images obtained near mid-sol on sols 10 and 11 of the 83-sol mission
when landing site panoramas were being acquired. Dust devil diameter (14–79 meter) and
height (46–450 meters) and translation speed (0.5–4.6 m s−1) were estimated from the angu-
lar width and motion derived from multiple images and the inferred distance from the lander
obtained from identification of foreground and background features. The plume/vortex dust
load (∼ 7 × 10−5 kg m−3) was estimated to be ∼ 10,000 times greater than the background
dust load.
Ferri et al. (2003) applied the Metzger et al. (1999) band subtraction technique to a more
extensive set of horizon-containing IMP images and identified 14 dust plumes/devils that
included the 5 from Metzger et al. (1999). Only one of these identifications occurred for an
image that was not part of the panorama captured during mission sols 10–11. To quantify
vortex size, a constant translation speed of 10 m s−1 was assumed, with the observed angular
rate of motion from consecutive images being employed to estimate vortex distance and
subsequently vortex size. The 14 identified vortices were estimated to span the size range
of 10–570 meters and to have been positioned 1–25 km from the lander. A surface vortex
surface area coverage of 2×10−4 (0.02 %) was estimated for the 0900–1500 local true solar
time (LTST) time interval. This fractional coverage, coupled with a derived vortex vertical
dust flux estimate of 7 × 10−5 kg m−2 s − 1, resulted in an estimated total vortex-induced
vertical dust flux of 3.6 × 10−9 kg m−2 s−1, which exceeded by an order of magnitude the
estimated local dust deposition rate (Landis and Jenkins 2000).
In addition to images, one IMP-provided opacity measurement from direct solar imag-
ing on sol 14 resulted in larger values at all wavelengths compared to more than 10 ad-
ditional opacity observations obtained that same sol (Smith and Lemmon 1999). This in-
creased opacity event could possibly have been the result of a dust-laden vortex occulting
the Sun but no additional supporting measurements, including contemporaneous MET mea-
surements, are available.
Thus, the Pathfinder mission did verify that dust devils, or at least dust plumes (since
motion within a plume was not identified), are visible from Mars’ surface, but these imaging
results did not provide a rigorous quantitative characterization of martian dust devils.
2.2.2 Mars Exploration Rovers (Spirit & Opportunity)
After the experience gained with the martian dust devils identified in the MPF IMP im-
ages, the Mars Exploration Rover (MER-A & B—Spirit & Opportunity) science teams pre-
pared for the possibility of observing dust devils at the two landing sites: Gusev Crater
(Spirit) and Meridiani Planum (Opportunity). MER science teams planned on using simi-
lar band-subtraction techniques for viewing dust devils as was originally used by Metzger
Fig. 3 Three images from a
typical Spirit—Navigation
camera sequence used to create
martian dust devil “movies”.
Numbers in the lower left of each
image indicate the number of
seconds since the image
sequence began. This sol 456
dust devil viewed from the west
flank of the Columbia Hills
translates from left to right,
passing over a small bright toned
depression as it moves
et al. (1999) to enhance the contrast to make these difficult phenomena easier to study. The
Panorama Cameras (Pancams) on the MERs were higher resolution than the Imager for
Mars Pathfinder (IMP) and capable of better images, but it was not known if either of the
two locations would be capable of producing better, more visible dust devils than those ob-
served in Ares Vallis with MPF. Orbital images suggested that Gusev Crater (Spirit) would
have a good chance of seeing dust devils because of a swath of features across the crater
with many dust devil tracks (Greeley et al. 2003). However, prior to Spirit’s landing, active
dust devils had not been observed from orbit in Gusev crater, casting doubt that the swath
of dark features were in fact dust devil tracks. Spirit landed near the end of Southern Hemi-
sphere Summer (∼ Ls 330) [Squyres et al. 2004]. The first part of the mission produced no
imaging-detected dust devils at either location for the rovers, and many searches through
images using the band subtraction technique yielded no results (Lemmon et al. 2004), al-
though one new dust devil track was observed from orbit, having formed between Ls 12 and
22 (Lemmon et al. 2015). On sol 421 (Ls 173), while Spirit was perched on the Columbia
Hills near the center of the Gusev, the first dust devil was observed, differing greatly from
the nebulous wisps from the MPF images. The MER image was crisp and detailed and
as with subsequent observations, the dust devils were clearly visible as distinct from the
background (Fig. 3). Observations at Meridiani by Opportunity have been limited to a few
sightings of individual dust devils that could be a result of poorer viewing geometry and/or
limited liftable dust (Lemmon et al. 2015).
After the first year of the mission, an elevated vantage point on Husband Hill offered
several advantages over the previous lander geometry (Greeley et al. 2006). Sitting above
the plains of the crater floor, the dust devils appeared bright against the ground, and darker
against the sky above the horizon. The elevated viewing angle also allowed each dust devil
to be more precisely located against surface features such as smaller craters and hollows,
and rock patterns. More precise locations allowed better distances to be known, allowing
for better estimations of sizes. Once the first dust devil season officially started, it became
clear that dust devils could be seen easily in all of the rover’s camera systems including not
only the Pancam, but also the lower resolution monochrome Navigation Camera (Navcam)
and both the forward and rear Hazard Cameras (Hazcams). Specific imaging campaigns
were designed to make use of what was known about dust devil statistics. Initial dedicated
imaging occurred during ∼ 0900–1700 LST. Subsequently, Navcam and Pancam images
were subframed upon the ground/sky boundary and the most common locales for dust devil
occurrence. Subframing reduced the amount of storage space for each image and allowed
multiple image, “movie”, sequences to be obtained (Fig. 3). The ∼ 20 second frame rate on
the movie sequences was limited by the refresh rate of the cameras’ CCDs and the image
buffer, but the image acquisition times refresh cycle was well known, allowing time between
frames to be accurately established. Due to the favorable viewing geometry, on many sols
not only sizes of and distances to the dust devils could be determined, but also translation
speeds (horizontal) of the dust devils suggesting background ambient wind speeds in Gusev.
In some movie sequences, detail was high enough that pockets of dust from some of the hol-
lows could be followed from frame to frame allowing rough estimates of vertical velocities
to be determined.
The longevity of the MER campaigns allowed for repeat seasonal studies of dust devil
activity, which was particularly useful in Gusev Crater. Spirit had observed ∼ 533 dust
devils in the first documented dust devil season (Greeley et al. 2006). This high number of
individual vortices was due in part to excellent viewing geometry from atop the Columbia
Hills, from where much more of the crater floor of Gusev was visible. As Spirit’s traverse
led it further south into the saddle and eventually to the “Home Plate” feature, Spirit’s view
of the crater floor was obstructed by the hills. Greeley et al. (2010) describes the three
total observed seasons in detail. The second dust devil season began on about sol 1101
(Ls 181◦), which was comparable to the first season’s start around sol 421 (Ls 173.2◦).
The second dust devil season was truncated by the onset of a set of planet-encircling dust
storms that restricted insolation at the surface, presumably prohibiting the formation of dust
devils while the background atmospheric dust opacity rose to a peak tau of 4.31 (Greeley
et al. 2010; Lemmon et al. 2015). While the dust opacity was so high, solar power for
rover operations was limited and fewer images were taken, but of the images that were
acquired, no dust devils were observed during the dust storm and the upper limit for dust
devil frequency was an order of magnitude below pre-storm levels (Lemmon et al. 2015).
The second season, with limited viewing geometry and the presence of strong regional dust
storms, produced an observed 101 individually identified dust devils. The following martian
year, 127 more vortices were observed when the third dust devil season began around sol
1785 (Ls 189◦). Still located near Home Plate, Spirit’s view of the plains was still restricted
similarly to the second season (Fig. 4). Over three Mars years, Lemmon et al. (2015) found
that changes in dust devil frequency correlated with changes in surface insolation, whether
the changes were seasonal or from dust storms, and that dust devil frequency fell to 1/e
with each 18 W m−2 reduction in mean insolation (roughly 10 % of the peak insolation)
(Fig. 5).
Spirit and Opportunity were not equipped with meteorological instrument packages for
temperature and pressure measurements, but over the three dust devil seasons recorded
at Gusev, several key measurements were made using the camera systems. For the first
time on Mars there was repeat coverage at the same site for dust devil seasonal infor-
mation. Correcting for sample bias, Greeley et al. (2010) estimated that the diurnal dis-
tribution of dust devils at Gusev began after 0900 and tailed off before 1700 LTST. This
time range was consistent for all three seasons at Gusev (Fig. 6). Peak activity occurred
around 1300 LTST with some indication of possible burst of activity near the end of the
day between 1400 and 1600 LTST. Tracking dust devils within movie sequences yielded
estimates of both translational and vertical velocities. Translational speeds, which could
serve as a rough surrogate to the background boundary layer winds across Gusev Crater
were estimated to be between a few meters per second up to ∼ 27 m s−1 and maximum ve-
locities tended to occur near the end of local springtime. Minimum vertical wind speeds
Fig. 4 (After Greeley et al.
2010) Three seasons of dust devil
occurrence locations within
Gusev Crater. (a) Mosaic of
HiRISE images of Spirit’s
operation area, with vectors
indicating dust devil tracks from
Spirit Navigation camera
‘movies’, color coded for each
season (year); stars indicate
locations of active dust devils
from single frames. (b) Mars
Orbiter Camera Wide Angle red
image R21-00168 inset of Gusev
Crater showing the Gusev Low
Albdeo Zone (GLAZ, outlined)
where dust devil tracks are
observed, and the location of
Fig. 4a
Fig. 5 Insolation at the Spirit
rover site. The continuous curve
shows the modeled
top-of-atmosphere, sol average
insolation (upper, black), direct
plus diffuse surface insolation
(middle, blue) and atmospheric
absorption of sunlight (lower,
red). Symbols (green) show dust
devil number density (right axis)
reported by Greeley et al. (2010)
with the T symbols indicating
upper limits). (For the
interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web
version of this article)
within a few dust devil columns were estimated based on visual identification of small
clumps of dusty material present from frame to frame in the movie sequences. Vertical
wind speeds were estimated to be 0.04 up to ∼ 17 m s−1 with medians being between 1.0
and 1.6 m s−1. The data from the MER rovers, and Spirit in particular provide the most
complete observation of a dust devil season on Mars and rival any campaign attempted on
Earth.
Fig. 6 (After Greeley et al.
2010) Number density of Spirit
observed dust devils versus Local
True Solar Time (LTST) for three
seasons (years). N is the total
number of dust devils observed
each season
2.2.3 Mars Phoenix Lander
NASA’s Mars Phoenix spacecraft (Smith et al. 2008, 2009) landed at an arctic location
(68.2 ◦N, 234.3 ◦E) in the Martian Northern Plains on 25 May 2008, in early northern
hemisphere summer (Ls 77◦). The primary mission lasted for 90 sols; contact was lost af-
ter 151 sols (circa 5 months), in late summer (Ls 148◦). Equipped with the Surface Stereo
Imager (SSI), with adequate resolution to image dust devils, and a high-resolution pressure
sensor, Phoenix became the second Mars lander, after Pathfinder, that had the capacity to
detect dust devils both visually and by meteorological measurements. It was, however, not
until sol 104 (Ls = 125◦) that the first dust devil was spotted by SSI (Ellehoj et al. 2010).
However, there had not been many opportunities to detect dust devils before this. Besides
imaging geological targets close to the lander, this camera was used to monitor the Telltale
wind indicator (Holstein-Rathlou et al. 2010). The first dust devil was detected serendip-
itously while imaging a panorama. After this first detection, Phoenix was commanded to
take image sets aimed to search for dust devils. These sets consisted of 13 to 50 sequential
images of the horizon.
Ellehoj et al. (2010) investigated the images taken by Phoenix of dust devils. Image con-
trast was enhanced, as had been previously done with the Pathfinder (Metzger et al. 1999;




images shows the translation of a
mid-afternoon dust devil seen
southwest of the lander on the
mission’s 109th sol (Ls = 127)
Ferri et al. 2003) and MER images (Greeley et al. 2006, 2010), allowing the detec-
tion of features with only an approximately 3 % difference compared to background
albedo. 37 individual dust devils were identified in the SSI images obtained between
sol 104 and sol 138 (Ls = 125–142) (Fig. 7). The beginning and end of the Phoenix
“dust devil season” could not be determined because the dust devil imaging campaign
lasted only for a small fraction of the Martian year. However, the first Phoenix obser-
vations of dust devils were shortly (14 sols) after the Sun set for the first time in the
mission—still near peak northern summer insolation, as at Gusev crater for southern sum-
mer, but when temperature contrasts could develop through diurnal cycles. The diurnal
time range of SSI dust devil observations spanned 11:00 to 16:00 LTST, matching re-
sults of MER Spirit and the timing of vortices detected by the Phoenix pressure sensor
(Sect. 3), although no dust devil search imaging was performed in the morning hours be-
fore 11:00 due to operational constraints on available energy to heat and aim the camera for
use.
All dust devils were seen in the southwest direction, despite two-thirds of the horizon im-
ages having been obtained from other directions, with unobstructed views in all azimuths.
The distances of the dust devils from the lander could not be determined in the featureless
landscape so their physical size could not be evaluated. In most cases the dust devil was
visible in several sequential images and was thus seen to move across the frame. As the dis-
tances were unknown, translation speeds could not be assessed. In most cases the direction
of motion had a an eastward component, agreeing with the wind directions measured by the
Telltale wind indicator and orbital observations of dust devils and their tracks in the same
area (Holstein-Rathlou et al. 2010; Reiss et al. 2014). The dust devils detected by Phoenix
were too faint to enable determination of vertical wind speeds as had been done for some of
the dust devils imaged by MER Spirit (Ellehoj et al. 2010).
2.2.4 Mars Science Laboratory/Curiosity Rover
The US/NASA Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) Curiosity rover has performed meteoro-
logical measurements since August 2012 in 154 kilometer diameter Gale crater, centered
just south of the Martian equator (4.6 ◦S, 137.4 ◦E). Studying the modern Martian envi-
ronment is one of the science goals of NASA’s Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) mission
(Grotzinger et al. 2012). MSL is, unlike the MERs, equipped with a meteorological station,
a video-capable color science camera, and a MER-like high signal-to-noise navigation cam-
era system with a reasonably high frame rate. With this payload and a planned operational
lifetime of more than one Martian year, MSL could have become an almost perfect lander
for the study of dust devils. However, the landing site in Gale crater turned out to be less
than ideal for this purpose.
Prior to MSL’s landing it was expected that very few, if any, dust devils would occur
at this site. No dust devil tracks had been seen in orbital images of the crater floor (Fred
Calef, Jet Propulsion Laboratory/Caltech, personal communication, 2012). Further, atmo-
spheric modeling (Tyler and Barnes 2013; 2015) suggested that the depth of the daytime
boundary layer inside the crater is suppressed. This suppressed, shallow depth was expected
to reduce vortex activity, or at least vortex intensity, since the thermodynamic efficiency
of vortices depends upon the boundary layer depth according to the so-called heat engine
model (Renno et al. 1998, 2000). Nevertheless, an extensive campaign of imaging Dust
Devil Search Movies was initiated after MSL’s landing (Moores et al. 2015). The Dust
Devil Search Movies are taken using MSL’s monochrome Navigation Cameras (Navcam)
and consist of four to eight frames with the central elevation on the horizon. All together 91
Dust Devil Search Movies were imaged during the first 360 sols of the mission. The result
matched the expectations: only one very faint dust devil was detected on sol 41 (Ls = 173).
This virtual non-detection, combined with MSL’s meteorological measurements, can be used
to constrain the conditions where dust devils can form on Mars (Kahanpää et al. 2016;
Klose et al. 2016).
Collectively, five spacecraft equipped with cameras suitable for imaging moving ob-
jects have landed on Mars: Mars Pathfinder, MER Spirit, MER Opportunity, Mars Phoenix
and MSL. Despite the different landing sites, spanning latitudes from 14.6 ◦S (Spirit) to
68.2 ◦N (Phoenix), all of these landers have succeeded in imaging dust devils (or at least
dust plumes), indicating that dust devils occur on all latitudes on Mars. While the other lan-
ders have imaged from tens to hundreds of dust devils, MER Opportunity and MSL have
observed only a few, in spite of the long durations of these missions and active search for
dust devils, showing that there are strong variations in local dust devil occurrence rates.
While martian surface obtained imaging has provided direct evidence for dust devils,
only the Spirit rover within Gusev Crater has provided measurements from which internal
vortex characteristics have been quantified and then only minimally. The Spirit observations
did provide valuable seasonal and time-of-sol occurrence characterization; Phoenix pro-
vided some seasonal indication of occurrence variation but the number of images available
for analysis were more limited than the number and seasonal extent available from Spirit.
3 Surface Obtained Meteorology Measurements of Dust Devils
In addition to their visual manifestation, dust devils can also be characterized via in situ
measurements of their thermodynamic conditions, including the central pressure drop, wind
speed, temperature, suspended dust load, surface dust lifting magnitude, electrostatic state,
etc. For such measurements to be of statistical characterization value, high sampling fre-
quency and long duration (seasonal, annual) measurements are best, but until recently such
long lived measurement opportunities were not the norm. Previous in situ measurements
have provided much of the knowledge currently available regarding dust devil thermody-
namics. Despite their often incomplete coverage and potential biases these measurements
are the foundation upon which current and future measurements of terrestrial dust devils are
constructed.
A compilation of measured characteristics is provided in Table 1.
3.1 Meteorological Measurements of Terrestrial Dust Devils
Sporadic serendipitous meteorological encounters with dust devils were reported in the early
literature, such as an encounter with the barograph at a small airport (Wyett 1954) but the
first systematic measurements began in the 1960s. A particular challenge is that dust devil
phenomena generally occur on timescales (seconds) that require fast instrument response
and data acquisition. Sinclair (1966) made pressure, temperature and wind measurements
with a hand-carried recording instrument station, and later a more elaborate station mounted
on a jeep. The mobile sensor platform allowed penetration of dust devils within a reasonably
short ‘hunting’ season, and data acquisition arrangements included a cine camera recording
instrument readings.
Also in the 1960s, two sets of fixed-station investigations were performed. Lambeth
(1966) set up an array of 6 meteorology stations at White Sands Missile Range, and recorded
(with chart recorders) 19 encounters in a several month period. This rather low encounter
rate proved discouraging, leading the author to recommend vehicle-borne measurements.
On the other hand, Ryan and Carroll (1970) made temperature and wind measurements at a
single fixed mast in the Mojave desert, but groomed the ground around the mast to ensure
dust availability.
Field studies of dust devils saw a renaissance in the late 1990s and early 2000s with the
observation of dust devils on Mars by Mars Pathfinder (Sects. 2.2.1, 3.2.2), and the prospects
for observing more there with a lander planned for 2001 (later cancelled) and by Beagle 2.
These impending Mars missions lead to several field campaigns in Arizona and Nevada
(e.g. Tratt et al. 2003; Ringrose et al. 2003; Renno et al. 2004; etc.) during which, again, the
measurements were principally vehicle-borne.
The presentation below of terrestrial dust devil measurements follows a measured pa-
rameter structure, with emphasis upon more recent measurements.
3.1.1 Pressure Measurements
While providing a time-efficient means of acquiring measurements in dust devils, vehicle-
borne chase measurements do not reproduce how measurements are acquired on Mars,
where a single fixed station records data over an extended time, but not continuously.
In addition to vehicle disturbance of measurements (e.g. visible in Tratt et al. 2003)
and often rather poorly-documented distance histories, the tendency to chase the biggest,
slowest devils leads to strong selection biases, which make it difficult to estimate the
characteristics of the dust devil population. Technological developments in flash mem-
ory in the late 2000s allowed inexpensive data acquisition (Lorenz 2012b) with compact
and low-power systems that could be deployed for months, sampling at > 1 Hz with-
out requiring operator visits to download data or replace power supplies. Furthermore,
when only pressure and light levels are recorded, the logging package can be placed in
Fig. 8 Pressure and solar-flux logger used by Lorenz and Jackson (2015) and elsewhere. The commercial
logger itself is essentially a USB memory stick (green cylindrical object at lower right) which can accommo-
date a single AA battery to operate for several days. Here a 2× AA battery holder (which due to peculiarities
of the power supply system yields about a month of operation at 2 Hz) is included, as well as a solar cell to
record the shadow of dust devils. The whole unit can fit in a pocket. Note the logger identifier, necessary as
these loggers have been installed in arrays
a box with a volume of less than 0.5 liters (Fig. 8) and simply set on the ground: this
can be done in such a way (with a camouflaged housing) such that attrition by theft
or vandalism at open sites is minimal. The systems are inexpensive enough (∼ $150)
compared with the cost of deployment and retrieval that they can be considered some-
what expendable. These systems have allowed large numbers (hundreds to thousands)
of unperturbed vortex encounters to be obtained without chase biases, finally yielding
robust statistics on vortex populations from pressure drops (Lorenz and Lanagan 2014;
Jackson and Lorenz 2015) and on dust loading (Lorenz and Jackson 2015). Furthermore,
the small measurement stations can be deployed in spatial arrays to make simultaneous
measurements that resolve the two-dimensional horizontal structure of dust devils (Lorenz
et al. 2015a, 2015b, 2015c).
The pressure loggers developed by Lorenz (2012a, 2012b) are compact enough that they
can be easily carried in a pocket and operate without attention for many days, allowing
opportunistic pressure measurements during other field activities without extensive prepa-
ration. For example, Lorenz and Radebaugh (2016) report the first in-situ measurements of
vortex activity at a high-elevation site (a yardang and gravel-ripple field at 3800 m in the
Argentinian Andes high plain—Puna) using such methods, indicating higher levels of dust
devil activity than reported previously elsewhere (see also Chap. 8 of this volume, Lorenz
et al. 2016).
Pressure drops associated with dust devils have been recorded opportunistically at a few
sites (notably by chart-recording barographs as early as the 1950s—see Chap. 1 of this
volume, Lorenz et al. 2016). A number of pressure traces were obtained in vehicle encoun-
ters by Sinclair (1969) and subsequent studies, but until recently, the pressure signatures
of vortex encounters were better-documented at Mars (Lorenz 2012a) than on Earth. The
‘expendable’ small pressure loggers advanced by Lorenz (2012b) were deployed at Eldo-
rado playa near Boulder City, NV, and showed promise. Three such loggers were oper-
ated for a one-month period in June 2012 (Lorenz and Lanagan 2014), generating the first
statistically-robust terrestrial dataset of fixed-station encounters (and allowing comparison
of their power-law statistics with those at Mars—see Lorenz et al. 2016, in this issue). Note
Fig. 9 A solar logger encounter with a large dust devil on Eldorado in summer 2013 (from Lorenz and
Jackson 2015). A broad pressure drop lasting about 20 s is seen; this pressure drop of about 0.7 mbar is
typically encountered not more than once in a few weeks. The solar flux measurement at right shows that the
devil was heavily dust-laden, blocking about 30 % of the light: the two prominent troughs are probably the
wall of the dust column. Note that the light level *rises* after the encounter—part of the normally dark sky
is occupied by dust which scatters light onto the solar cell in addition to the direct solar beam which is now
no longer shadowed. This indicates the devil was moving away from the solar azimuth
that the recorded pressure drop at a point is a function of the vortex pressure field (related
to diameter and intensity—see the companion chapter by Kurgansky et al. 2016) and the
trajectory of the dust devil relative to the measurement station. Importantly, the data were
made available for the use of other workers.
Jackson and Lorenz (2015) extended the Eldorado study with observations from sev-
eral sites over summers 2012 and 2013, and the intervening winter, giving insights
into the seasonal variation of vortex occurrence, and interannual variability (e.g. due to
dust availability—flooding of the playa altering the surface texture and thus the lifting
threshold—see Neakrase et al. 2016 in this issue). That study also explored automatic de-
tection methodologies (finding over 1000 events), since these measurement approaches de-
velop many Gigabytes of data, for which the manual vortex detection employed by Lorenz
and Lanagan (2014) would have been prohibitive: the ∼1200 station-days of data comprise
some 120 million measurements.
Lorenz and Jackson (2015) performed another study at 4 locations at Eldorado in sum-
mer 2013, using loggers with a solar cell to record dust devil shadows (Fig. 8). This study
found that about half of pressure encounters were accompanied by measurable light level
drops (Fig. 9). Some dustless vortices occurred, and in others, the devil’s shadow missed the
logger.
The Eldorado site is an open area, used for various recreational purposes, at which large
unattended installations may encounter human interference (although artfully-concealed
small loggers have been generally unaffected, although occasionally damaged by flooding).
Lorenz et al. (2015b) employed another field site, La Jornada Experimental Range in New
Mexico (operated by the US Department of Agriculture) where access is restricted and so
larger installations can be left safely unattended.
This facility was used by Lorenz et al. (2015b) to deploy a line array of pressure/solar
loggers in summer 2013. In addition to providing population statistics at this site, the survey
noted that the number of vortices encountered varied quite substantially over a distance of a
few tens of meters, due presumably to the influence of topography on dust devil migration
and/or the effects of different scrub bushes on dust availability and surface roughness. This
array study generated for the first time (since a pioneering chart-recorded 6-station study by
Lambeth 1966) simultaneous measurements exposing the horizontal pressure structure of
dust devils. An example dataset is shown in Fig. 10, illustrating the radial variation of the
measured pressure drop detected as the vortex passed across the pressure sensor array.
3.1.2 Wind
In a supplemental investigation to pressure logging, Lorenz (2016) obtained a high-quality
set of wind speed and direction data at the Jornada Experimental Range in summer 2014,
using the same logger technology as the Lorenz and Jackson (2015) effort. These data,
uncontaminated by vehicle motion effects, allowed rather accurate vortex model fits, e.g.
Fig. 11, wherein the pressure, wind speed and direction histories are simultaneously fit.
The superposition of the circumferential vortex winds and the ambient wind field result in
quite distinctive wind direction and speed histories, which resolve most of the geometric
ambiguities intrinsic to fitting a pressure time series alone.
3.1.3 Other Terrestrial Dust Devil Observations
Electric Fields/Saltation—Dust Flux Dust on Earth is mainly lifted from the surface
through the process of ‘saltation’ (Bagnold 1941; Shao 2008): when wind friction ve-
locity/surface stress overcomes a threshold, its drag force causes larger particles with
size around 100 micrometers to be the first to move. They jump over the surface, where
they reimpact and initiate the motion of particles of a wide range of sizes, including
dust. Indeed, due to dust sized particles protruding minimally upward into the wind af-
fected near-surface atmosphere and also strong interparticle forces, dust grains are diffi-
cult to be lifted directly by the wind force (Gillette et al. 1974; Greeley and Iversen 1985;
Shao et al. 1993).
The collisions among particles during saltation are also responsible for electric charge
transfer between grains. Even if the exact mechanism for this process is still not clearly
understood, some experiments and observations show that this process is size dependent
(Freier 1960; Inculet et al. 2006; Duff and Lacks 2008; Lowell and Truscott 1986; Kok
and Renno 2008; Desch and Cuzzi 2000; Forward et al. 2009; Gill 1948; Latham 1964;
Latham and Stow 1968; Harper 1967; Horn et al. 1993; Lacks and Levandovsky 2007).
Considering that, in general, the smallest particles are transported higher into the atmosphere
by local turbulence while larger particles remain closer to the surface, this translates in a
charge separation and consequently in an enhancement of the atmospheric electric field.
So generally, a variation of the electrical properties of the atmosphere is observed during
dust events including dust storm and dust devils with electric fields up to 150 kV/m being
measured (Esposito et al. 2016; Schmidt et al. 1998; Renno et al. 2004; Kok and Renno
2006, 2008; Harper 1967). Fig. 12 shows an example of electric field observed during a dust
devil (Esposito et al. 2016).
Esposito et al. (2016) undertook field test campaigns in the West Sahara desert to study
dust lifting process by monitoring simultaneously weather parameters (pressure, wind, rel-
ative humidity, temperature, solar irradiance), soil properties (temperature, moisture), sand
and dust dynamics (dust size distribution and abundance, sand saltation rate and flux), and
the atmospheric electric field (with a field mill). They monitored several dust storms and
devils. They found that there is a very strong correlation between the concentration of dust
lifted during a dust storm and the atmospheric electric field intensity. The same behavior
was observed also during dust devils, indicating that a similar dust electrification process
was in action (Fig. 13).
Fig. 10 A ‘bullseye’ encounter at La Jornada, where a dust devil swept across a 10-station pressure/solar
logger array. A signature is visible in all stations, but falls off in amplitude to either side. The plots are a
2-minute record from each station, with pressure (normalized to the beginning of the original datafile) plotted
on the left, and solar flux (normalized to maximum) on the right. The devil is dust-laden, as evidenced by the
sunlight drop that is simultaneous with the pressure signal. Note that no solar data is available on station S24
(which had been flipped over, perhaps by animal action). Note that the profile is asymmetric—the onset of
the pressure drop is shallower and longer than the decay, a feature often seen and perhaps associated with the
advection of the devil in the ambient wind field. [After Lorenz et al. 2015b]
Fig. 11 Three encounters with 1-Hz pressure, wind direction and speed (left to right) data (grey points) of
dust devils at La Jornada (Lorenz 2016) with vortex model fits (black lines). The wind direction histories
are particularly distinctive—speed histories tend to be somewhat noisy. It may be noted that the ‘eye’ of the
vortex, where near-solid-body rotation within the wall results in very reduced windspeed at the center of the
devil, clearly resolved in the lower-right plot (although not well captured by the model fit)
Fig. 12 An example of the
electric field accompanying a
dust devil as measured by
Esposito et al. (2016) in the West
Sahara desert: atmospheric
electric field enhancement
The 2014 West Sahara Campaign depicted in Esposito et al. (2016) has also been the
opportunity to test the Micro-ARES electric field sensor of the DREAMS (Dust Charac-
terisation, Risk Assessment, and Environment Analyser on the Martian Surface) science
package for ExoMars 2016 (Bettanini et al. 2014). The instrument is based on the Relax-
ation Probe principle (Berthelier 2000, Molina-Cuberos et al. 2010) which requires a more
complex post-processing than a classic field-mill sensor. One of the capabilities that had
to be tested was the ability for the instrument to detect the electric field variations during
the nearby passage of a dust devil, the passage being confirmed by the classical weather
measurements. It appears that such events have been observed (Fig. 14) during the 4 days
campaign and properly detected by the instrument. A more detailed study of the results will
show if the instrument is able to detect single particle collisions with the electrode, thus giv-
ing access to the particle electric charge during such events. A more detailed overview of the
Fig. 13 Correlation between the
abundance of lifted dust and the
intensity of atmospheric electric
field during dust storms (red
marks) and dust devils (blue
marks)
Fig. 14 Comparison of
Micro-ARES and Commercial
Field-mill sensor DC
measurements during a dust-devil
event confirmed by pressure and
wind parameters measurements.
The amplitude and time
differences are explained by the
installation height (respectively
0.8 and 2 m) of the instruments
and their distance (approx.
30 meters)
Micro-ARES and the results gathered during the 2014 West Sahara Campaign is presented
in Harrison et al. (2016) in this issue.
Seismic Signals Pressure fluctuations in the atmosphere induce an elastic response in the
ground that can be detected as a ground tilt by seismic stations installed on, or close to, the
Earth’s surface. This effect has been known since the 1970s (Sorrells 1971; Sorrells et al.
1971) and is one of the reasons that terrestrial seismic stations are typically installed deep
underground in vaults.
Fig. 15 Two distinct seismic
signals recorded during the
passage of two dust devils during
mid-afternoon in late spring
(2014) on a playa in the Mojave
Desert, USA. The seismic
measurements were accompanied
by pressure and wind
measurements; time was not
precisely synchronized between
the two sets of measurements; the
meteorology measurements have
been time shifted to coincide
with the seismic signals. A third
seismic signal (at ∼ 19 minutes)
is not accompanied by a
meteorologically detected dust
devil. [After Lorenz et al. 2015b]
The InSight lander mission, selected under the NASA Discovery programme and now
scheduled for a May 2018 launch, will perform the first comprehensive surface-based geo-
physical investigation of Mars. The seismic instrument SEIS (Seismic Experiment for Inter-
nal Structures) is the critical instrument for delineating the deep interior structure of Mars
(Lognonné et al. 2012). SEIS will be deployed directly onto the surface of the planet and
will, therefore, be sensitive to the atmospheric seismic signals. In fact, due to the lack of
microseism-producing oceans, such atmospheric seismic signals are likely to be the domi-
nating background seismic noise on Mars (Lognonné and Mosser 1993).
In preparation for the InSight mission, and to understand the effects of a surface de-
ployment of a seismometer, representative field experiments were carried out in California
close to the Goldstone Deep Space Communications Complex (Lorenz et al. 2015a). The
experiment included a seismometer buried at very shallow depth, together with a suite of
meteorological instruments. During this field campaign, ground tilt was measured by the
seismometer at the same time as vortex encounters were documented by an array of pres-
sure loggers (Lorenz et al. 2015a). The negative load of a dust devil vortex pulls up the
ground as it passes, causing the ground—and seismometer—to tilt away from the dust devil
center. This first identification of the isolated seismic signature of a dust devil has shown that
a seismometer appears to be capable of tracking close encounters with dust devils and, in
addition, that seismometers may be more effective than in-situ meteorological instruments
at detecting dust devils at long-range (Lorenz et al. 2015a).
Peak surface accelerations of 1–2 × 10−6 m2 s−1 were measured during the passage of a
dust devil presenting a measured pressure drop of 80 Pa (0.8 millibars) accompanied by a
measured 2 % decrease in the short-circuit current of a solar cell mounted with a pressure
logger located 30 meters from the seismometer (Fig. 15). The measured acceleration mag-
nitudes and knowledge of the local surface material structure provided by a seismic survey
enabled estimation of the dust devil’s decreased surface mass loading/negative point load
on an elastic half-space. The measured acceleration values and inferred vortex center miss
Fig. 16 Microbaragraph
measurement of a dust devil
pressure signature, showing the
up-down heartbeat signature of
the vortex. Two additional
smaller amplitude subsidiary
events are present ∼ 1 minute
before and 2 minutes after the
primary event. [After Lorenz and
Christie 2015]
distances imply a mass load of ∼ 8000 Newtons and tilt accelerations of 7 × 10−7 m s−2
for a 5-meter diameter vortex with a central pressure deficit of 200 Pa passing 10 meters
from the seismometer. A larger diameter (100 meter) dust devil also with a 200 Pa cen-
tral pressure deficit could provide a total mass load of 300 metric tons and accelerations of
10−6–10−5 m s−2 for miss distances of 50–200 meters, though the size of such a dust devil
violates consideration of it as a point-source. The seismometer system employed by Lorenz
et al. (2015a, 2015b, 2015c) included a microbaragraph that coincident with the seismic sig-
nals registered the tell-tale infrasound ‘heartbeat’ dust devil signature identified by Lorenz
and Christie (2015).
Infrasound and Acoustic Measurements It was noted by Lorenz (2012a, 2012b) that
while meteorological stations tend to record data at only 15-minute intervals, continuous
pressure measurements, made with sufficient sensitivity and sample rate to detect dust devil
vortices are made for other applications, notably for monitoring compliance with interna-
tional treaties on nuclear testing. Some of these stations, operated by the Comprehensive
Test Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO) are located in desert areas, and dust devil vortex
signatures at a CTBTO station in Australia are reported by Lorenz and Christie (2015).
Since atmospheric effects are a major perturbation to seismic signals, many seismic stations
(such as those in the USARRAY) now also record pressure and other meteorological pa-
rameters. Data-mining of such records may be a fruitful avenue of research. A subtlety to
be noted is that microbarographs used for infrasound studies (and those e.g. at CTBTO sta-
tions) are high-pass-filtered pressure records, such that the principal component in the signal
is the derivative of the pressure signal. Thus the typical dip seen in pressure time series in
fact appears as a down-up-down ‘heartbeat’ signature (Fig. 16).
Lorenz and Christie (2015) investigated dust devil pressure signatures within micro-
baragraph measurements obtained as part of CTBT monitoring from a station located in
Australia. The high pass filtered signal of a dust devil pressure measurement appears as a
‘heartbeat’ signal that resembles the temporal derivative of measured pressure provide by a
pressure sensor with a sampling of ∼ 1 Hz. This heartbeat signal exhibits declining signal
magnitude as the pressure minimum is approached and an abrupt transition in the sign of
the signal to a maximum magnitude that subsequently declines in concert with the measured
pressure increase as the dust devil’s influence wanes. Contemporaneous microbaragraph
and pressure sensor measurements verify the dust devil production of the microbaragraph’s
heartbeat signal. While this is not a direct measure of the infrasound generation produced
by a dust devil, it is a distinct signal from which dust devil occurrence can be derived.
Edmonds (2014) attempted to detect the infrasound emission that a dust devil, or that
interacting dust devil vortices, might produce. Theory (Powell 1964; Howe 2003) indicates
that two vortices ‘orbiting’ around each other are capable of generating infrasound emis-
sion, as is a single non-circular vortex (Howe 2003). Williams (2001) addressed the atten-
uation of acoustic signals within Mars’ tenuous atmosphere and concluded that infrasound
frequencies (< 20 Hz) at which dust devils are effective emitters (Bedard 2005) experi-
ence smaller dissipation than do higher audible frequencies. That work was motivated by
the inclusion on the ill-fated 1999 US/NASA Mars Polar Lander of a microphone intended
to listen for martian sounds. Edmonds’ (2014) work was motivated by the inclusion on the
NASA InSight lander of a high-frequency pressure sensor (Banfield 2014). Edmonds (2014)
conducted a field exercise in the desert of southern New Mexico, USA in Spring 2014 at-
tempting to detect the infrasound and audible frequency emission from dust devils. Using
a microphone/recording acoustic system and a microbaragraph, three dust devils recorded
from distances of a few to 10’s of meters coincided with measured audible (> 20 Hz) sig-
nals. The recordings indicate amplitude ‘ridges’ within distinct acoustic frequency ranges,
distinct from sounds attributed to wind-induced movement of vegetation objects (vegetation,
sand, etc.). However, no infrasound detection was identified.
3.2 Mars Surface Obtained Meteorological Measurements of Dust Devils
While there has been until recently a general dearth of seasonal or longer temporal cov-
erage of terrestrial dust devil in situ measurements arising from limited duration measure-
ment campaigns, but a plethora of measured dust devil parameters/characteristics from these
same studies, in situ measurement of martian dust devils has suffered from opposite condi-
tions. Martian lander and rover missions have provided durations extending from 83 sols
(Pathfinder) to multiple martian years (Viking Lander 1 spanned more than 3 Mars years,
Spirit Rover 3 Mars years, Opportunity Rover 6+ Mars years and continuing, and MSL
almost two Mars years and counting). However, some missions have suffered from me-
teorological instrument failures (Viking Lander 1, MSL) or calibration issues (Pathfinder)
while others did not carry any direct meteorological instruments at all (Opportunity, Spirit).
The robotic vehicles that did carry meteorological instrumentation generally have provided
high frequency, one to a few Hz, sampling sufficient to characterize dust devil signatures
but did not do so continuously, except for the Phoenix Lander. It is from the measurements
provided by the five meteorology-instrumented vehicles (Viking Landers 1 & 2, Pathfinder,
Phoenix, MSL) that our current thermodynamic understanding of martian dust devils has
been obtained.
A compilation of measured characteristics is provided in Table 2.
3.2.1 Viking Landers
The two US/NASA Viking Lander spacecraft which arrived at Mars in 1976 provided the
first opportunity for in situ sensing of the meteorological signatures of passing martian dust
devils. Viking Lander 1’s landing location was 23 N, 48 W, while Viking Lander 2’s was
48 N, 226 W.
As previously described, a characteristic transient drop in atmospheric pressure is de-
tected when a convective vortex passes over/near a deployed pressure sensor, as has been
amply demonstrated for terrestrial dust devils. The digital quantization of the long lived
Viking lander pressure sensors was 8.8 Pa (Hess et al. 1977; Tillman et al. 1993), which
subsequent missions (Murphy and Nelli 2002; Ellehoj et al. 2010) indicated was too large
to unambiguously detect a martian dust devil pressure signature of several Pascals or less
magnitude. Additionally, the Viking Lander pressure measuring strategy was not generally
focused upon detection of short duration events but rather upon characterization of diurnal
and seasonal variations. A typical time interval between pressure measurements was 17 min-
utes (Ryan and Lucich 1983). Pressure sampling did include some brief time periods early
in the mission during which measurements were obtained at a rate of ∼ 1 per second, but
much more often sampling rates were once each 16 or 32 seconds extending to once per 65
to 105 minutes. There is no publication that addresses assessment of the complete Viking
lander pressure record for identification of dust devil/convective vortex signatures. The VL1
pressure record spans from Ls 97.1 (MY 12) through Ls226.7 (MY 15), while VL2 spans
Ls 117 (MY12) through Ls 57.1 (MY 14).
While Viking Lander pressure measurements were not amenable to dust devil studies,
Viking’s measured winds were. Ryan and Lucich (1983) investigated wind vector measure-
ments provided by Viking Meteorology Instrument System (VMIS) at both landers, with
measurement sampling intervals ranging from 2–112 seconds. Vortices were identified by
temporal rotation of the measured wind direction accompanied by a concurrent wind speed
variation illustrative of an imbedded Rankine-type vortex, and a concurrent temperature
maximum. A total of 118 vortices were identified during the mission’s first year, 40 vortices
at VL1 spanning summer through winter and 78 at VL2 spanning summer through spring.
The greatest likelihood of vortex detection occurred almost equally (∼ 65 % of the sols
investigated) at VL1 during summer and VL2 during spring.
Identified vortex disturbance influence persisted for several to ∼ 10 minutes, with the
most pronounced vortex effects present for tens of seconds to several minutes. Inferred vor-
tex core diameters, the distance from vortex center at which tangential wind speed max-
imized, were generally tens to several hundreds of meters, with radii of disturbance ef-
fects extending out ten times the core radius. Several inferred core diameters extended to
∼ 500–1000 meters, implying radii of vortex influence extending to ∼ 5–10 km. Inferred
vortex rotation was equally divided between cyclonic (‘counter-clockwise’) and anticyclonic
(‘clockwise’), consistent with terrestrial experience (Sinclair 1973) and suggestive that the
vorticity is generated locally at small scales. Several of the vortices at both Viking lander
sites were sufficiently intense to generate winds (> 35 m s−1) deemed capable of lifting
surface dust (Greeley and Iversen 1985). There were no concurrent imaging observations
invoked to address the presence or lack of dust in the detected vortices.
It is unclear how unambiguous VL1 wind directions employed in this investigation were
derived subsequent to sol 45 and the failure of the wind direction quadrant sensor (Murphy
et al. 1990). VL2’s wind instrument did not suffer from such a failure.
Ringrose et al. (2003) readdressed the dust devil/convective vortex signatures present in
Viking Lander 2 wind measurements. Using a phase picker detection technique compar-
ing a running mean value to a threshold value (also used terrestrially in Hecht et al. 2001),
instances where a short term average wind speed or wind direction varied by more than
6 m s−1 or 40 degrees azimuth, respectively, from longer term averages were flagged as pos-
sible vortex signatures. For verified vortex signatures, minimum distance from the vortex
center and vortex diameter were derived from a Rankine vortex fit to the measured wind.
Applying this technique to VL2’s first 60 sols resulted in 38 identified vortex occurrences,
nine of which suffered from lander interference which makes them suspect. Maximum mea-
sured wind speeds were 12–15 m s−1 and maximum wind vector rotation was 300 degrees.
Inferred vortex core diameters arising from the Rankine vortex fits ranged from a few 10’s to
a few hundred meters. Detected vortex durations ranged from 60–1080 seconds. Maximum
inferred vortex core diameter tangential wind speeds were ∼ 100 m s−1 for two events. These
two events coincided with the largest inferred ‘miss distance from core center’ (∼ 1700 m)
and largest vortex core diameters (> 350 m), while maximum inferred speeds for smaller
(< 250 m) miss distances and smaller core diameters (< 100 m) ranged from 3 to 70 m s−1.
Daytime hour-of-occurrence of detected vortices exhibited late morning and early afternoon
maxima. A secondary minimum was also evident at 0930 local time. There was no descrip-
tion of the completeness of coverage of measurements during the 30-minute time intervals
into which the vortex occurrences were binned for this time-of-sol evaluation, so the time-
of-sol distribution might not be representative of conditions.
Measured atmospheric temperature increases of several degrees Centigrade accompanied
some, but not all, of the wind-detected vortices identified by both Ryan and Lucich (1983)
and Ringrose et al. (2003).
The Viking Landers did provide for the first time in situ evidence of martian convective
vortices, in the form of wind vector temporal variation consistent with the passage of a vor-
tex. Vortex occurrences were frequent, with at least one-half of the mission sols investigated
possessing a detected vortex occurrence. This detection rate is certainly a lower limit since
VMIS was not in continuous operation during any of the sols investigated.
3.2.2 Mars Pathfinder
From its northern subtropical landing location, Pathfinder provided pressure measurements
that spanned the mission’s 83 late summer-early autumn sols. Pathfinder’s deflecting di-
aphragm, variable reluctance pressure sensor (Seiff et al. 1997) provided 14-bit, ∼ 0.25 Pa
resolution in its 600–1000 Pa surface operating mode. While Pathfinder’s Atmospheric
Structure Investigation/Meteorology (ASI/MET) system (pressure, temperature, wind) gen-
erally provided greater temporal sampling resolution (0.25 to 2 Hz) than did the Viking
Lander’s, ASI/MET like Viking VMIS was not continuously operated. During the mission’s
first ∼ 30 sols, 3-minute, 0.25 Hz measuring sessions initiated at the start of most LTST
hours were augmented by 15-minute and 60-minute continuous measurement sessions at
1 Hz sampling cadence. On five occasions during the mission, the first starting at 0600
LTST of Sol 25, the ASI/MET system was continuously operated for a complete sol at a
sampling rate of 0.25 Hz. These ‘Presidential MET’ sessions were initiated on Sols 25, 32,
38, 55, and 68. Subsequent to Sol 30, the ASI/MET system was operated during daylight
hours only, ∼ 0900–1600 LTST, except during the Presidential MET sessions.
Schofield et al. (1997) presented the first in situ contemporaneous measurement of pres-
sure, wind and temperature within a martian dust devil/convective vortex, from measure-
ments obtained during early afternoon, 1353 LST, during the Sol 25-initiated Presidential
MET session (Fig. 17). The quantified vortex pressure drop magnitude was ∼ 2.5 Pa. Sub-
sequently, Murphy and Nelli (2002) assessed the entire Pathfinder pressure data archive and
identified the occurrence of 79 vortices, ∼ 1 per sol, with pressure drop magnitudes equal to
or exceeding 0.5 Pa. Vortex identification was based upon a pressure drop magnitude deter-
mined from the difference between a 3rd order polynomial fit to measured pressures during
a 15-minute interval and the unaltered pressure measurements. The maximum pressure drop
magnitude identified was 4.8 Pa at 1132 LST on Sol 34. The LST time of detection of the
79 vortices spanned 0930–1700.
The discontinuous temporal coverage provided by ASI/MET indicated that the true num-
ber of detectable vortices would exceed 79. Normalizing the number of vortices detected
throughout the mission during each 15-minute LST time window by the percentage of time
Fig. 17 Mars Pathfinder
ASI/MET measured Time series
of 0.25 Hz pressure, temperature,
and wind direction during a
4-minute time period during the
early afternoon of Sol 25 of the
mission. After Schofield et al.
(1997)
the ASI/MET system was operating during that 15-minute window resulted in an estimate
of 210 detectable vortices occurring during the 83 sol mission, equating to ∼ 2.5 vortices
per sol. This 2.5 per sol estimate is less than the ∼ 4 vortices per sol detected during the five
Presidential MET sols of almost continuous pressure sensor operation (Murphy and Nelli
2002).
Ferri et al. (2003) determined the duration of 19 of the larger magnitude (> 1 Pa) pressure
signature events identified by Murphy and Nelli (2002). Durations ranged from 14–51 sec-
onds, with a mean value of 28 seconds and median value of 25 seconds.
Both the directly detected and normalized inferred Pathfinder vortex occurrences exhib-
ited a maximum hourly occurrence during very early afternoon (Fig. 18). Vortex activity
after the early afternoon peak declined more gradually than through the afternoon than its
increase during the morning.
Applying Metzger et al.’s (1999) visible plume dust mass load estimates and the fre-
quency of occurrence derived from the Pathfinder pressure measurements, Murphy and Nelli
(2002) estimated that local dust devil activity could provide dust to the atmosphere at the
rate of an optical depth of 0.01 per sol over a 1.5 km diameter area centered upon the lander.
This estimate is approximately equal to the opacity decay rate measured during the decline
of the second global scale martian dust storm during 1977 (Pollack et al. 1979).
Pathfinder’s ASI/MET system included a wind sensor (Seiff et al. 1997). Additionally,
a ‘wind sock’ was mounted on the ASI/MET mast with IMP-provided images enabling wind
vector derivation from observed windsock orientation (Sullivan et al. 2000). The ASI/MET
wind sensor was a thermal/mechanical instrument using the measured overheat of resistively
heated sensor elements (wires) from which wind speed and direction were intended to be
derived. The sensor consisted of a vertically oriented 2.7 cm diameter, 3 cm tall solid exte-
rior cylinder around which were arrayed six ‘segments’ of azimuthally confined vertically
aligned 8-wire length windings. A pulsed 20 milliamp current provided unheated segment
wire temperature from measured voltage drops across each segment. When the sensor was
operated in a continuous 52 milliamp high current mode the segment wire temperatures were
resistively heated. Segments positioned in the upwind direction experienced ventilative cool-
ing, with overheat magnitudes and their azimuthal structure providing the signal indicative
of the wind vector. The sensor was not designed with its own reference temperature against
which segment temperature could be assessed for ‘overheat’ magnitude. It was anticipated
that thermocouples mounted on the ASI/MET would provide the reference temperature.
However, large magnitude ‘turbulent’ temperature variations (∼ 10–15 K; Schofield et al.
1997) inhibited unambiguous determination of a reference temperature for wind sensor seg-
ment overheat determination purposes.
Fig. 18 Martian dust devil
occurrence frequency versus
time-of-sol from pressure
signatures from Mars Pathfinder
(top; Murphy and Nelli 2002),
Mars Phoenix (middle; Ellehoj
et al. 2010) and Mars Science
Lab (bottom; Steakley and
Murphy 2016)
The wind sensor was generally operated for ∼ 12 seconds of low-current pulsed mode
to establish unheated segment temperatures, after which continuous high current was im-
posed for ∼ 150 seconds. It would be during these 150 second intervals that wind speed and
direction could be quantified.
Despite these unresolved operational/calibration issues for the Pathfinder wind sensor,
the sensor did provide signals that were qualitatively correlated to dust devil occurrences
identified in Pathfinder’s pressure measurements (Murphy and Nelli 2002; Schofield et al.
1997). Wind sensor signals did suggest substantial and abrupt changes in wind direction and
speed in conjunction with measured dust devil pressure signatures (see, for instance, Fig. 8
in Schofield et al. 1997), however no systematic study of vortex winds has been published.
In addition to the ASI/MET’s thermal wind sensor, Pathfinder also included three me-
chanical ‘wind socks’ mounted at three heights along the ASI/MET mast (Sullivan et al.
2000). IMP provided images of the solid, metallic, inverted-cone shaped socks and their tilt
orientation from which wind speed and direction were derived using pre-flight calibration
information. Twelve image sequences obtained over a time period of ∼ 100 seconds several
times per sol provided the dataset from which wind vector derivation was attempted. Data
from only four of the sampled 42 sols provided imaging indicative of minimum wind speed
(few meters per second) necessary to overcome windsock inertia and induce detectable
windsock deflection (Sullivan et al. 2000). Thus, Pathfinder’s windsock experiment did not
aid in advancing understanding of the dynamic components of martian dust devils.
Schofield et al. (1997) noted that one pressure-indicated vortex passage detected by MPF
was accompanied by a transient drop in output from the lander’s solar panels, suggesting
that the vortex was dust-laden and the dust column created at least a partial shadow that
crossed the lander. This observation underscores the utility of making available engineering
data such as solar array current data from lander missions—in effect the arrays serve as a
‘free’ instrument.
3.2.3 Mars Exploration Rovers (Spirit and Opportunity)
Neither Spirit nor Opportunity were outfitted with meteorological measuring instrumenta-
tion. The MERs’ mini-TES instrument was used to diagnose the vertical atmospheric struc-
ture within the bottom few hundred meters to 1–2 km (Smith et al. 2004). While those
measurements illustrated the superadiabatic conditions present during mid-sol, there was no
identification of such a measurement probing a dust devil.
It had been noted during the MPF mission that a calibrated solar cell on the Sojourner
rover recorded a progressive decline in cell current of ∼ 0.25 % per day (Landis and Jenkins
2000), due to the accumulation of airfall dust on the cell. This obscuration set expectations of
operational lifetime of solar-powered landers and rovers on Mars (e.g. the Mars Exploration
Rovers Spirit and Opportunity had a nominal mission duration of 90 days).
In practice, it was observed that while the MER solar power per day declined due to
dust accumulation, sudden reversals of the decline were seen, and camera images of the
arrays showed that dust had been removed. While dust devils were suspected, the like-
lihood remains that straight-line gusts may have been responsible. However, Lorenz and
Reiss (2015) showed that not only did the seasonal onset of dust-clearing events coincide
with the appearance of dust devils (Greeley et al. 2006; 2010), but also the rate at which
dust-clearings occurred was coincident with the rate of vortex encounters seen in pressure
drops by Phoenix and Pathfinder, extrapolated to a dust lifting threshold of a few Pa.
3.2.4 Mars Phoenix Lander
The US/NASA Phoenix lander meteorologically detected, at its northern arctic latitude land-
ing site, dust devil/convective vortex signatures that complement its SSI imaging dust devil
detections (Sect. 2.2.3). Phoenix was equipped with a meteorological package (MET), in-
cluding pressure, air temperature and wind sensors and a Light Detection And Ranging (LI-
DAR) instrument for measuring dust and ice particles in the atmosphere (Taylor et al. 2008;
Whiteway et al. 2008). The pressure sensor was based on Barocap® silicon diaphragm sen-
sor heads manufactured by Vaisala Inc. and had a very high resolution of 0.1 Pa (Taylor
et al. 2010), limited by the noise level. In contrast to the Vikings, Pathfinder and MSL,
Phoenix logged atmospheric pressure and air temperature almost continuously, with an in-
variant sampling rate (0.5 Hz) (Taylor et al. 2010; Davy et al. 2010). The mission spanned
151 sols, almost twice the duration of the Pathfinder mission, extending from early spring
through mid northern hemisphere summer (Ls 77◦ to Ls 148◦). The continuous Phoenix
pressure record enabled the detection of a greater number of convective vortices than had
Pathfinder.
Ellehoj et al. (2010) surveyed the entirety of pressure measurements provide by Phoenix
and identified 502 (∼ 3.3 per sol) transient pressure drops similar to the vortex signatures
that Murphy and Nelli (2002) had detected in the Pathfinder data. The magnitudes of these
Phoenix pressure drops ranged from 0.3 Pa (an imposed lower limit) to 3.6 Pa, with 197
occurrences possessing a magnitude greater than the 0.5 Pa detection threshold used by
Murphy and Nelli (2002). Vortex identification was based on the search for 20 s long time
intervals that fulfilled the following two criteria: 1) mean pressure more than 0.1 Pa lower
than mean of the previous and next 20 s intervals, and 2) minimum pressure more than 0.3 Pa
lower than mean of the previous and next 20 s intervals.
The Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) durations of events with magnitude > 0.5 Pa
ranged from less than 1 s to circa 35 s, the mean being circa 9 s (Table 1 in Ellehoj et al.
2010). [Note that there is a typographical error in the caption of Fig. 7 in the Ellehoj et al.
(2010); the shown quantity is actually full duration, i.e. 2 × FWHM (H. P. Gunnlaugsson,
Aarhus University, personal communication, 2015)]. It is unclear if these durations are com-
parable to the durations reported by Ferri et al. (2003) for the Pathfinder pressure drops, as
Ferri et al. (2003) did not explain how their durations are defined.
Most transient pressure drop events identified in the Phoenix data occurred between
06:00 and 18:00 Local Mean Solar Time (LMST). However, unlike Pathfinder, Phoenix also
detected also 29 events between 21:00 and 01:00 LMST (mostly with the Sun low in the
arctic sky), interpreted as being caused by turbulence induced by air passing over Heimdal
crater, the only major topographic feature in the vicinity of the lander (Ellehoj et al. 2010).
The general shape of the diurnal distribution of vortex activity resembled that detected by
Pathfinder, but at the Phoenix site the vortex activity stayed high until circa 15:00 in the
afternoon while at the Pathfinder sites the activity started to fall already at circa 13:00.
Phoenix operated long enough to detect some seasonal variation in vortex activity. The
number of identified transient pressure drops generally increased around Phoenix sol 75
(Ls = 111, about 40 sols after summer solstice and 15 sols before the Sun set for the first
time) and the proportion of events with large pressure drops became higher at the same time
(Ellehoj et al. 2010). Before this, an average of 0.6 events with magnitude > 0.5 Pa were
observed per sol, but after this 2.0 events per sol, a number comparable to the estimated
number of vortices that passed by Pathfinder per sol during the same season. Phoenix also
detected more frequent vortex activity coinciding with passing cold fronts associated to
low-pressure baroclinic systems. The clearest example of this was Phoenix sol 95, when
36 pressure drops larger than 0.3 Pa were identified in contrast to 6 and 7 vortices on the
preceding and following sols, respectively. A concurrent cloud feature suggestive of a cold
front was seen to cross the Phoenix landing site in images taken by the Mars Color Imager
(MARCI) onboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter on that sol (Ellehoj et al. 2010).
The payload on the Mars Phoenix lander included a mechanical wind sensor, the so-
called Telltale (Gunnlaugsson et al. 2008; Holstein-Rathlou et al. 2010), consisting of a
lightweight cylindrical mass dangling on a thread attached to a crossbar at the top of the me-
teorological mast. The Telltale was designed to be deflected by wind and the deflection was
observed by imaging the Telltale with the SSI. SSI did not monitor the Telltale continuously.
Imaging sequences were implemented during only a limited number of hours per sol, and
during these sequences readings were acquired with time intervals longer than 50 seconds
(Holstein-Rathlou et al. 2010).
Telltale imaging on nine occasions occurred within 10 seconds of a pressure minimum
associated to a passing vortex (Ellehoj et al. 2010). In these events the wind vector was ob-
served to differ by 1.4 to 9.3 m s−1 from background wind speeds, magnitudes greater than
typical changes between consecutive Telltale images. This observed magnitude range of the
wind vector perturbations is in agreement with the range of the observed pressure drops as-
suming cyclostrophic balance (Ellehoj et al. 2010). Even the strongest vortex-related wind
perturbation detected from Telltale measurements, however, is below any estimate of the
dust lifting threshold on Mars (Neakrase and Greeley 2010), which is not surprising con-
sidering that the derived wind speeds are ‘snapshots of the wind in random points inside a
vortex, not maximum wind speeds, and the great majority of the vortices detected by pres-
sure measurements on Mars are actually too weak to lift dust (Moores et al. 2015; Kahanpää
et al. 2016; Steakley and Murphy 2016).
3.2.5 MSL
MSL’s Rover Environmental Monitoring Station (REMS) includes sensors for pressure, air
and ground temperature, wind speed and direction, humidity and UV radiation measure-
ments (Gómez-Elvira et al. 2012). REMS executes five-minute 1 Hz data acquisition ses-
sions at the start of each LMST hour, with 15 minute and one hour 1 Hz ”extended mea-
surement blocks” implemented at variable times of the sol (Gómez-Elvira et al. 2014). The
REMS pressure sensor is, as was MET Phoenix, comprised of Vaisala Barocap® silicon di-
aphragm sensor heads. REMS’ pressure sensor noise is slightly higher (0.2 Pa peak-to-peak)
as a result of the faster sampling rate and thus shorter integration time (Harri et al. 2014).
Two major studies have characterized the meteorological signatures of convective vor-
tices identified in the MSL/REMS data (Kahanpää et al. 2016; Steakley and Murphy 2016),
identifying dust devils from their temporary pressure declines using slightly different detec-
tion criteria. The Kahanpää et al. (2016) criteria are more consistent with the Phoenix dust
devil detections (Ellehoj et al. 2010) while the Steakley and Murphy (2016) criteria are more
consistent with the Pathfinder dust devil detections (Murphy and Nelli 2002). Despite the
different identification criteria both studies come to similar conclusions about vortex activity
at Gale Crater.
Few dust devils were anticipated within Gale Crater based upon a lack of observed dust
devil tracks and a suggestion of a suppressed atmospheric boundary layer depth (Tyler and
Barnes 2013; Haberle et al. 2014). However, approximately 250 pressure vortex signatures
were identified during the first Martian year of the mission: Kahanpää et al. (2016) report
252 transient pressure drops with magnitude exceeding 0.5 Pa during the first 681 sols of
the mission, and Steakley and Murphy (2016) report 245 pressure drops with magnitude
exceeding 0.3 Pa during the first 707 sols of the mission. The largest reported pressure drop,
2.97 Pa and 2.86 a by Kahanpää et al. (2016) and Steakley and Murphy (2016), respec-
tively, was detected on MSL sol 403 at 13:02 Local Mean Solar Time (LMST). Steakley and
Murphy’s (2016) identification of fewer vortices than Kahanpää et al. (2016) despite their
lower detection threshold and a 5 % longer study time is partly explained by their criterion
that a pressure drop must have a magnitude clearly above background noise. This criterion
probably deselects many pressure drops with magnitudes below 0.5 Pa. Also, some larger
pressure drops reported by Kahanpää et al. are apparently deselected when local turbulence
raises the noise level of the pressure signal. Moreover, Kahanpää et al. (2016) are less strict
with the criterion that a pressure drop must have a “dust devil like” shape and they report
many pressure events with several minima or otherwise irregular shape.
The Full Width at Half Maximum (FWHM) durations of the pressure drops reported by
Kahanpää et al. (2016) follow a distribution almost identical to that reported by Ellehoj et al.
(2010) for the Phoenix data, ranging from less than 1 s to circa 54 s, the mean being circa 9 s.
Steakley and Murphy’s (2016) FWHM durations range from 1–20 seconds with a median
value of 5.3 seconds.
The time-of-sol distribution of MSL’s daytime transient pressure drops resembles that
detected by Pathfinder and Phoenix, ranging from around 9:00 to 16:00 Local True Solar
Time (LTST) with maximum occurrence around noon (Kahanpää et al. 2016; Steakley and
Murphy 2016) (Fig. 18). Several night-time pressure ‘wiggles’ were also identified (Kahan-
pää et al. 2016). These night-time events exhibit wave-like fluctuations rather than isolated
pressure drops and are interpreted as the result of gravity waves initiated by topographic
winds (Haberle et al. 2014).
The extended duration of REMS operation provides the first opportunity to assess sea-
sonal vortex occurrence from measured martian pressures. Kahanpää et al. (2016) estimated
the mean number of vortices per sol causing pressure drops larger than 0.5 Pa separately
for 8 “seasons” during MSL’s first martian year. These estimates ranged from 0.5 per sol
(Ls s 67.5–112.5) to 1.8 per sol (Ls 202.5–247.5). Steakley and Murphy (2016) find a
spring (Ls 180–270) occurrence maximum of 1.5 per sol that is twice the minimum occur-
rence rate (Ls 90–180). This continuous vortex occurrence through the year is in contrast
to the visual MER Spirit imaging observations of detected dust devils only during the “dust
devil season” (Greeley et al. 2010, referred in Sect. 2.2.1), but is in rough accordance with
the vortex observations performed using the Viking wind data (Ryan and Lucich 1983).
During MSL’s first 681 sols there was only one case when more than 3 pressure drops
larger than 0.5 Pa were detected within the same LMST hour (Kahanpää et al. 2016). This
exception occurred on sol 664 when 16 pressure drops were identified by Kahanpää et al.
(2016) between 11:00 and 12:00 LMST. Steakley and Murphy (2016) also identified sol 664
as experiencing the greatest number, four, of verified vortices. This “sol 664 vortex burst”
resembles the peaks in vortex activity detected by Phoenix coincident with a passing dust
storm front seen in MARCI images.
REMS includes a hot-film anemometer (Domínguez et al. 2008; Gómez-Elvira et al.
2012) designed to distinguish the 3-dimensional wind field. The sensor is mounted on
two horizontally aligned booms attached to MSL’s Remote Sensing Mast (RSM) which
are separated by 120 degrees in azimuth. On each boom there are three identical hot-film
anemometer boards sensing wind speed in different directions. Unfortunately, three of the
altogether six boards were damaged during MSL’s landing (Gómez-Elvira et al. 2014), initi-
ating an ongoing re-calibration effort. To date only 2-dimensional wind measurements have
been retrieved (Sara Navarro, Centro de Astrobiología/CSIC-INTA, personal communica-
tion, 2015). The compromised wind sensor raw data do qualitatively reveal wind variations
concurrent with the transient vortex pressure drops (Kahanpää et al. 2016), with 87 % of
the pressure drops being accompanied by wind sensor events. Magnitudes of these wind
perturbations could not be determined.
Available quantified REMS wind measurements consist of derived 5-minute median val-
ues. Kahanpää et al. (2016) used these median winds to derive vortex diameters from mea-
sured pressure drop durations, assuming that the vortices moved with the velocity of the
background (median) wind. Resulting vortex diameters, encompassing pressure perturba-
tion exceeding 0.5 Pa, range from 2.3 m to 755 m, with a mean of 21 meters and median
of 16 meters. The distribution of these is similar to the distribution of dust devil diameters
observed by MER Spirit (Greeley et al. 2010).
Solar irradiance loggers have been used terrestrially to detect obscuration of the Sun
resulting from dust within a dust devil (Lorenz and Jackson 2015). Compared to camera ob-
servations, solar irradiance measurements are better suited for long measurement campaigns
with fast sampling rate because of the reduced data volume and wider field of view. REMS’
ultraviolet (UV) sensor has been used for a similar survey on Mars (Zorzano et al. 2013).
REMS’ six UV diodes measure downwelling solar flux in different spectral bands within an
upward facing 30-degree half-angle cone field-of-view (Gómez-Elvira et al. 2012). Obser-
vations of UV dips coincident with pressure dips are rare. Kahanpää et al. (2016) reported
one very weak UV obscuration among its 252 pressure events. Steakley and Murphy (2016)
identified 2 pressure events that appear to correspond to UV flux drops, but these pressure
events cannot be confirmed as dust devils due to an instrumental error described in Harri
et al. (2014) as the shadow effect. Although these events were eliminated from the sample,
they may show signs of a double trough signature (Steakley and Murphy 2016) which could
be produced by repeated passage into and out of the core of a cylindrical dust devil (Mason
et al. 2013). Zorzano et al. (2013) searched for UV obscurations not concurrent with pres-
sure dips, but found no clear signs of dust devils during MSL’s first 100 sols. This lack of
UV obscurations suggests that most or all vortices detected in the REMS pressure data are
dustless, a result that agrees with the detection of only one dust devil by the MSL cameras
(Moores et al. 2015).
4 Discussion
Despite the differing range of dust devils parameters measured by individual terrestrial cam-
paigns, and their more extensive characterization than has been provided for martian dust
devils, comparison between terrestrial and martian dust devils does indicate some differ-
ences and some similarities. Martian dust devils exhibit larger maximum widths and heights
(Fig. 19) and faster maximum rotational wind speeds than their terrestrial counterparts (see
Tables 1 and 2 and references therein). The more extreme inferred martian dust devil winds
correspond to what is perceived to be the largest dust devils, which also correspond to the
measurement location being most distant from the presumed core location.
Measured terrestrial maximum pressure drops are one order of magnitude larger than
the measured maximum martian pressure drops. Renno et al. (1998, 2000) suggests that the
potential pressure drop magnitude of a dust devil is proportional to the surface pressure.
Since surface pressure on Earth is two orders of magnitude greater than on Mars, other as-
pects affecting potential vortex intensity, including the pressure thickness of the convective
layer (‘boundary layer height’) and the near surface fraction of the mechanical dissipation
of energy and the thermodynamic efficiency, must play a role in martian vortices only being
one order of magnitude smaller in their depression than terrestrial dust devils. The larger ob-
served size of martian dust devils (Fig. 1) could be one manifestation of these environmental
characteristics.
Fig. 19 Differential diameter counts of dust devils from Sinclair’s (1969) study at Tucson, and the martian
Spirit observations of Greeley et al. (2006) involve roughly comparable survey areas. The roughly linear
fall-off towards larger diameters on these logarithmic axes corresponds to a power-law diameter distribution;
the turn-over at small diameters may indicate a minimum intrinsic size, or a poor detection efficiency for
small devils. In this instance the modal diameter on Earth is more like 5 m, only a factor 3 smaller than on
Mars. It is notable that the largest devil seen in the Mars set is larger than that at Earth, but perhaps a longer
survey on Earth (pushing the curve upwards) would allow the expected number of detections of larger devils
on Earth to rise above unity. As discussed in Lorenz and Jackson (2016) in this issue care must be exercised
in drawing size population conclusions from different types of data due to observational biases, especially at
the small size end of the distribution
The relative frequency of occurrence of both terrestrial and martian devils with a pressure
drop magnitude, P , normalized by the local mean surface pressure exhibits a power law
functional form (Fig. 20) represented by, P −x , with x ∼ 2 (Lorenz 2012a, 2012b). A sim-
ilar functional form for observed vortex diameter has also been proposed (Lorenz 2009), but
an exponential fit has also been suggested, especially at smaller diameters (Fig. 19). These
issues are more thoroughly explored in the accompanying papers by Lorenz and Jackson
(2016) and Kurgansky et al. (2016).
Terrestrial field measurements have been obtained from numerous geographic locations
and continents (Africa, Australia, North America, South America). There are some sites
(Eldorado Valley, Nevada USA; Eloy, Arizona USA) that have served as the locales for a
number of field campaigns. Martian measurements have also been obtained from discrete
locations with a preference (5 of 7 successful missions) for equatorial/subtropical loca-
tions, though northern middle and polar latitudes have also been investigated. While mar-
tian robotic missions do not offer the opportunity to upgrade or augment instrumentation
after launch (and often a substantial time period prior to launch), repeated terrestrial field
campaigns to the same location provide the possibility of building upon previous measure-
ments. A number of campaigns over 10–15 years at the Eldorado Valley site have used previ-
ously employed and accompanying new instrumentation (Metzger 1999; Balme et al. 2003;
Ringrose et al. 2007; Metzger et al. 2010, 2011; Balme et al. 2012; Mason et al. 2014;
Jackson and Lorenz 2015). These campaigns have employed mobile and deployable sta-
tionary measurement platforms, vertical masts with 10 meter heights to probe the vertical
structure of encountered dust devils, stereo camera imaging to improve quantification of
dust devil position and size, and recently networks of pressure loggers with partial cover-
age by solar flux loggers. None of the martian robotic missions to date have ‘returned’ to
a previous lander/rove location, and there is no pronounced motivation to do so for dust
Fig. 20 The number of times a vortex-induced pressure drop will be encountered by a fixed station on Earth
and Mars is presented as a cumulative count. Because the absolute pressures on Mars are > 100 times smaller
than on Earth, it is more illuminating to use a relative pressure drop. Thus the ‘once a week’ vortex on Earth
corresponds to about 0.1 % or 1 mbar pressure drop, while that on Mars is about 0.3 % or ∼ 0.02 mbar (2 Pa).
Note that despite the differences in temperature and gas compositions between the two planets, the densities
and pressures are approximately in the same proportion. Since the pressure drop of a vortex in cyclostrophic
balance is ∼ rV 2, then a fixed relative pressure drop corresponds roughly to a fixed maximum tangential
speed V on both bodies: 0.1 % for a 10 m/s wind speed
devil measurements. One opportunity to do so could be realized with a Mars sample return
set of missions which could have a second spacecraft retrieve a sample previously cached
by a preliminary mission. If the preliminary mission’s measurements identified unique dust
devil characteristics at the cache site, possibly the cache retrieving mission could carry in-
strumentation to enhance characterization of the dust devils at the cache site, but mission
lead time development needs and other mission priorities would likely preclude such a an
instrumentation selection.
5 Future Dust Devil Measurements
5.1 Earth
The basic features and correlations of properties of terrestrial dust devils have been mea-
sured, and somewhat robust statistics on the population are emerging. What is presently
lacking are data to support an evaluation of the dependence of dust devil morphology on
environmental parameters. For example, there is a somewhat anecdotal (see Chap. 6, Kur-
gansky et al. 2016) correlation of columnar vortices with very smooth land surfaces such as
playa, whereas rougher (e.g. scrubby) terrain tends to have more conical devils.
Present profiles of dust devils do not allow discrimination of the various analytic func-
tions used as axisymmetric idealizations of vortex structure (Kurgansky et al. 2016). On the
other hand, it is not clear that better measurements will help, as it may be that nonideali-
ties are more significant than the difference between models. A prominent area that merits
further study is the frequency and nature of multi-cored vortices and what controls their
formation. Another deviation from axisymmetry is evident in simulations (e.g. Toigo et al.
2003)—that winds spiral into the vortex core in azimuthally-concentrated bands, like those
seen in hurricane clouds or in the arms of galaxies. Such azimuth variations have not yet
been formally documented in field observations. Finally, field measurements from Sinclair
(1973) and Lorenz (2012b) appear to show an asymmetry in the pressure profile of migrat-
ing dust devils, the ‘attack’ slope being shallower than the ‘decay’. This may be a generic
feature of a migrating vortex, tilted by wind shear, but has not been quantified.
Another question is the possible role in dust devil energy balance of sunlight intercepted
by lofted dust. It is sometimes noticed that devils become more intense when they become
dustier—but is this cause, or effect? If effect, is it sensible heat in the dust and air pulled
off the ground, or is the solar heat introduced by the absorbing dust and introduced into the
vortex directly a significant factor? Field measurements, perhaps including thermal as well
as video imaging (to relate flow speeds to dust temperature) may illuminate this question.
Related to this question is that of dust-lifting per-se: do larger, more vigorous, but less fre-
quently occurring, dust devils lift more dust than smaller, more numerous ones? Can the dust
lifting of a dust devil ever be disentangled from the properties of the surface (i.e. is the dusti-
ness of a dust devil controlled mainly be surface properties or by its internal properties?).
Only by coordinated measurements of dust content and wind speed (likely in-situ measure-
ment), and dust devil diameter (likely remote measurements) from controlled field-sites can
these questions be addressed. Such measurements would help provide better understanding
of the environmental effects of dust devils and provide a model for comparison with Mars.
Circumstantial observations, dating as far back as Flower (1936) and a correlation of
satellite-observed dust devil heights and estimates of planetary boundary layer thickness
from model predictions and occultation measurements (Fenton and Lorenz 2015) suggest
dust devil heights and spacings may be controlled by the planetary boundary layer (PBL)
thickness. In-situ measurements that establish this correlation more securely (perhaps also
validating the anecdotal suggestion that small devils are more common early in the day
and larger ones in the late afternoon, consistent with the diurnal growth of the PBL) would
similarly be useful.
In summary, terrestrial dust devil characterization would benefit from dedicated cam-
paigns of long-lived networks of uniformly instrumented stations measuring pressure, wind
(3-D), temperature, dust load, electric field, etc. Measurements at a variety of heights above
the surface would be valuable. High cadence (1 Hz) measurements in conjunction with imag-
ing of the network would aid in correlating visible dust devil manifestation with interior
conditions. The use of several networks in dissimilar field sites would enable the influence
of local surface properties to be disentangled from the properties of individual dust devils.
5.2 Mars
Measurement characterization of martian dust devils is limited by the scarcity of observa-
tions, especially those that provide simultaneous measurements of a variety of geophysical
parameters. Since dust devils play a substantial role in maintaining Mars’ persistent dust
haze, especially during the aphelion season, better characterizing their attributes will enable
improved understanding of the their role in providing/maintaining the thermodynamically
important atmospheric dust load.
Robotic spacecraft sent to Mars’ surface should carry imaging systems capable of pro-
viding high resolution and fast frame rates covering a wide field of view. Monochrome
imaging is adequate (Greeley et al. 2010) and would not interfere with other onboard color
imagers dedicated to geologic studies. An imaging system that provides full azimuthal cov-
erage and onboard software to identify and retain images that display dust devil diagnostic
temporal variability (thus reducing downlink volume of dust-devil deficient images) would
enable greater temporal coverage than has been provided previously. The dust-devil imaging
strategy employed by Spirit (and Opportunity) Navigation Cameras did provide substantial
numbers of dust devil observations, targeted to the times of sol when they were most fre-
quent.
No robotic spacecraft has yet provided unambiguous contemporaneous measurement of
surface pressure and wind. Thus, the dynamic connection between vortex magnitude and
velocity fields has not been established. Hot wire / hot film anemometers have been the
only type of high-frequency sampling wind instruments to operate on Mars’ surface, and
all have suffered from instrument failure and/or calibration difficulties and placement is-
sues (Lenoir et al. 2011; Lorenz and Sotzen 2014). These instruments have generally been
low mass, which are desirable, but their poor performance record suggests other sensor
types might be warranted. An enhanced REMS wind sensor is selected for NASA’s InSight
lander (scheduled for a 2018 launch). NASA’s 2020 Mars Rover will carry a meteorol-
ogy package (Rodriguez-Manfredi et al. 2014). Acoustic and laser Doppler anemometers
have been suggested as possible technologies applicable for Mars (Merrison et al. 2006;
Wilson et al. 2008; Esposito 2011; Banfield 2012; Leonard-Pugh et al. 2012; Rafkin et al.
2013). Both technologies enable high frequency sampling, 10 Hz or more, of the three-
dimensional wind field, which provides opportunity for determination of turbulent charac-
teristics of the flow. Acoustic anemometry has the added advantage of providing simul-
taneous atmospheric temperature measurement which when coupled to the winds affords
quantification of the turbulent thermal flux. To date neither technology has been selected
for flight. Wind socks provide wind sampling at very low frequencies (Sullivan et al. 2000;
Holstein-Rathlou et al. 2010), but their data bandwidth requirement is large compared to
their low response time and inability to unambiguously provide the vertical wind compo-
nent.
Pressure measurements have provided the most valuable and plentiful in situ dust
devil/convective vortex measurements to date. The high resolution (0.1–0.2 Pa) and high
sampling frequencies (2–0.25 Hz) implemented have proved adequate to capture pressure
signatures. Care must be taken for future opportunities to avoid sensor thermal variation
which complicates pressure value determination, as well as inlet orientation which can pro-
vide unfavorable dynamic pressure contamination, and measurement tube length/diameter
which affects sensor response time (Ellehoj et al. 2010). The low power and mass require-
ments of the necessary equipment as well as the tremendous value of martian surface pres-
sure measurements for both local (dust devil) and larger scale atmospheric analyses warrant
pressure sensors being included on every robotic spacecraft landed upon Mars’ surface.
Contemporaneous measurement of received solar flux and pressure/wind signatures of
vortex passage are necessary to assess the ‘dustiness’ of vortices and thus the frequency of
occurrence of dust devils vs. ‘clear’ convective vortices. Such discrimination would aid the
assessment of vortex thermal vs. dust vertical fluxes. Dedicated solar flux instruments can
provide appropriate measurements (Gómez-Elvira et al. 2012; Kahanpää et al. 2016) with a
cadence coupled to that of other science instruments. Engineering systems can also provide
solar flux measurements at no additional ‘cost (Schofield et al. 1997), though likely at a
lower cadence than desired for science purposes.
To date no martian robotic lander/rover has provided electric field or dust concentra-
tion or dust particle flux/size distribution measurements. ESA’s Schiaparelli lander’s Mi-
croARES system will provide initial electric field measurements during that missions short
duration operations in late 2016 (Esposito et al. 2016). A laser Doppler anemometer could
provide particle concentration in addition to velocity, but as previously stated no such instru-
ment is currently selected for a Mars robotic mission. A vertically oriented LIDAR system
onboard the NASA Phoenix lander provided vertical resolution of aerosol concentration
within the bottom few kilometers of the atmosphere (Whiteway et al. 2008). A horizontally
scanning LIDAR system could provide signals from which radial variations in near-surface
aerosol abundance within several kilometers of a lander/rover could be obtained.
Dust devil infrasound/acoustic and seismic measurements are still minimally available
for terrestrial studies, and their full diagnostic value remains immature yet promising; a seis-
mometer, for example, appears to be capable of tracking close encounters with dust devils,
recovering an estimate of the azimuth history and constraining the integral of the pressure
field (relating to diameter and core pressure drop). In combination with wind and pressure
measurements, the dust devil parameters and miss distance may be reconstructed or at least
constrained (Lorenz et al. 2015a). The NASA InSight mission will provide meteorological
and seismic measurements that will improve understanding of dust devils for both martian
and terrestrial applications. In addition, the seismic signals of dust devils may also provide
information about the surface and subsurface properties at the InSight landing site by acting
as calibration loads (Lorenz et al. 2015a, 2015b). A Mars microphone is going to be part of
the payload of the 2018 Exomars landing platform (Zelenyi et al. 2015). The microphone,
with a bandwidth of 100 Hz to 10 kHz, will record, for the first time, audio signals at the sur-
face of Mars and is expected to contribute to atmospheric science investigations including
dust devil studies (Maurice et al. 2016).
Ideally a network of meteorologically outfitted stations designed to characterize dust
devils will be deployed upon Mars’ surface within a very limited spatial footprint, possibly
as one component of a more globally extensive network. The PASCAL network mission
developed and proposed to from NASA Ames in the late 1990’s/early 2000’s developed
some network concepts but was not selected to launch.
6 Conclusions
Dust devils are inherently difficult to measure. Their occurrence is somewhat unpredictable
in both space and time and they are fast-moving, short-lived phenomena. Observational
‘survey’ data have provided information about size-frequency distributions, sense of rotation
and other parameters, but to assess the wind and pressure structure, and the dust-loading
behaviour of a dust devil has required in-situ measurement.
To obtain these data, terrestrial dust devils have either been “chased” or “monitored”.
The former method can be subject to observation bias, but the latter can require long field
campaigns and multiple sets of instruments if statistically significant numbers of data are
to be obtained. Recently, advances in both instrumentation and data recording technology
have enabled new methodologies to be developed to solve these problems. Long-term, high
cadence monitoring using multiple sensors, coupled with automatically controlled imaging
provides a way to get the ‘best of both worlds’. In the next ten years, new field studies
should be able to provide much better data about population-statistics of dust devils and
their environmental role.
On Mars, dust devils studies have generally ‘piggy-backed’ on other camera or me-
teorological studies. Nevertheless, significant progress in measuring population statistics
and pressure-structure have been possible. These data have been complemented by remote-
sensing observations from orbit—a method not widely applied on Earth.
Future studies for Mars should focus on in situ, high cadence sampling of pressure, wind
speed and dust load. Along with the continuing operation of the US/NASA MSL Curiosity
rover, the next opportunity for martian dust devil measurements will be provided by the
ESA/Russian ExoMars Schiaparelli Lander scheduled for ∼ 1 week’s operation on Mars
surface during late 2016. The longer lived US/NASA InSight lander is scheduled to arrive
in late 2018, followed by the ESA ExoMars Rover and the US/NASA 2020 Rover in early
2021.
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